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A REVIEW OF RADIO AIDS IN AVIATION
by 
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SUMMARY
The object of this paper is to outline how radio is applied to assist aviation. The main technical problems peculiar

to this branch of radio are dealt with in detail.
Some radio aids are analysed from the technical and economical aspects and it is shown that many of them are 

now outmoded by wartime developments.
Whilst the paper is essentially concerned with civil aviation, some reference to military technique is inevitable

because many wartime aeronautical requirements are a guide to civil aircraft of the future.
Certain requirements are suggested, such as a radio collision warning device and electronic flight instruments.
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1. Introduction
Progress in modem aviation has been to  a great 

extent dependent upon the development o f radio de
vices for safety in fligh t; high speeds and great ranges 
o f aircraft would never have been possible if  radio 
apparatus had not been developed for the safe guidance 
of pilots.

To understand the basic problems which engineers 
have to  face in applying radio to  aeronautics various 
factors o f a widely differing nature have to be 
considered.

Primarily, it must be realised that by comparison with 
other means o f transport an aircraft is uneconomical as 
the ratio  of the total weight to  the useful load is seldom, 
in practice, in excess of five to  one. To the radio engi
neer, this means that the airborne apparatus must be of 
the minimum possible weight.

Associated closely with the weight problem is the 
need for as complete a streamlining o f the external 
structure o f the aircraft as can be obtained without 
sacrifice o f aerodynamic efficiency, it being the aim o f 
aircraft designers to  eliminate all protrusions from the 
fuselage which are not essential to  the flight and pro
pulsion o f the aeroplane. To the designer o f aircraft 
radio equipment this restricts aerial installations to 
masts and loops of small dimensions.

Perhaps not so readily recognised is the global aspect 
o f air travel. An aeroplane leaving England may be in 
Australia within three days, having traversed areas of 
the world where wavelengths covering a wide range o f 
the spectrum must be used to  ensure constant com
munication and guidance to the pilot. Similarly, 
extremes of heat, cold and humidity may be met during 
the journey which must be provided for in the design 
of the radio apparatus.

Owing to  the concentration o f great power on a 
comparatively small structure in the shape o f the 
engines o f an aircraft, problems o f vibration and high 
acoustic noise level are met which have to  be allowed 
for by the radio designer. Static electricity effects and 
their consequent interference to radio reception, which 
are regarded as freak results on ground stations, are an 
everyday occurrence in aircraft and difficult suppression 
problems have to be dealt with.

Finally, the radio apparatus, although subject to 
these severe conditions o f operation, has to be o f a high 
degree o f reliability, as its inefficient performance or 
failure may be of vital consequence at any stage o f a 
flight.

While marine methods o f navigation may be used 
for assisting in aircraft guidance, it will be appreciated 
that the faster rate o f travel o f an aircraft, when com
pared to that o f a ship, can result in large errors in 
position estimation and that there are many occasions 
during flight when marine methods cannot be used 
successfully. It is therefore o f primary importance to 
be able to provide the pilot of an aircraft with naviga

tional assistance when it is needed. This requirement 
becomes increasingly important when civil aviation is 
considered and time tables have to  be adhered to, and 
is a requirement which can only be provided for satis
factorily by radio, either from direction finding tech
nique in its various forms, by the laying of beam tracks 
along which the aircraft can be flown or by hyperbolic 
navigation systems. Although navigational aid is 
without doubt the primary need o f aircraft, they would 
be incompletely assisted unless two-way communication 
between air and ground was possible, this facility being 
required in order to  pass meteorological information, 
landing instructions from the ground and for the air
craft to  use for acknowledgment and emergency 
messages. In  order to  fulfil these needs radio apparatus 
has been extensively developed and the necessary facih- 
ties provided in various ways. Although normal flying 
instruments can be used to provide the pilot o f an air
craft with guidance information with which he can fly 
an aircraft “ blind ” under conditions o f reduced 
visibility, the compass and altimeter, upon which 
much would depend during a landing under similar 
conditions o f visibility, have been proved to  be in
adequate for the purpose, being liable to errors which 
would make such an operation too hazardous for 
civU transport services. This has led to the develop
ment o f radio devices for blind landing and indication 
o f terrain clearance.

The independence o f radio waves upon visibility has 
also been considered as a means o f warning pilots of 
the danger o f collision with other aircraft.

It wiU be seen that radio can be used not only for 
navigational aid and communication in aeronautics, 
but also for the supplementing o f the information 
obtained from various flying instruments. It can also 
be applied for the solution o f new problems peculiar 
to flying.

Radio applications to aeronautics may therefore be 
divided into four categories under the general headings 
o f :—

(i) Navigational aids.
(ii) Communication.

(iii) Landing aids.
(iv) Flight aids.

2. The Radio Range System of Aircraft Guidance
2.1. The Principle o f  the Radio Range System

One of the chief requirements o f civil aviation is to 
have the means of maintaining aircraft on the most 
direct route between the airport o f departure and its 
destination. This enables time tables to  be maintained, 
avoids petrol wastage and simplifies flying control.

In  the United States of America the method of fulfilling 
this requirement is to  provide beacons which lay down 
equisignal tracks between the main airports. These 
beacons, known as radio ranges, use transmitters of 50 to 
200 watts aerial power rating and operate on the 200 to 
400 kc/s band. The transmitters employ two pairs of
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aerials, each having a figure o f eight polar diagram, 
which are in the majority o f cases placed at 90 deg. to  
one another in order to  produce areas o f overlap o f the 
field patterns. The aerials are both fed from a common 
source of radio frequency and are arranged, by special 
switching devices, to  be modulated by different Morse 
characters. The timing o f these characters, usually 
A  (. —) and N (— ■)> is interlocked so that when in the 
overlap zone a continuous note is heard in the receiver 
telephones. Thus, for a pilot to  follow the track it is 
only necessary to  guide the aircraft in such a manner 
as to  maintain the continuous note, deviations from it 
being heard as a series o f A’s or N ’s. The important 
features o f the radio range system are that the signals 
can be received on simple airborne equpiment which 
can be o f light weight, and that it can be used for the 
simultaneous guidance o f a large number o f aircraft 
from a single transmitter.

In the most generally used radio ranges an omni
directional aerial is also included which at given periods 
transmits meteorological reports by telephony. The 
disadvantage o f what is in other respects an almost 
ideal radio guide for aircraft is that it suffers from 
inaccuracies at night and during the periods o f sunset 
and sunrise, due to  interference from ionosphere 
reflections and that it is also liable to give false, or some
times split courses, when the wave travels over terrain 
o f varying conductivity. The former difficulty has been 
almost entirely overcome by using Adcock aerial tech
nique, but there still remains the insuperable difficulty 
o f changes o f terrain conductivity, with its attendant 
course splitting phenomena and in some instances blind 
spots where reception ceases.

2.2. The V.H.F. Radio Range
Attention has therefore been turned to the uses and 

possibilities o f V.H.F. for radio ranges. A part from 
the large number o f channels which can be accommo
dated in a given band at V.H.F., it has also the natural 
advantage that the waves at very high frequencies travel 
through space rather than over the ground and are 
less affected by changes o f soil conductivity than 
medium frequencies. Sandretto1 in a theoretical 
case shows that for a given soil conductivity a course 
error o f 32 deg. at 300 kc/s will be reduced to 7 deg. at 
100 Mc/s.

Frequencies o f this order also have the very real 
advantage of being unaffected by atmospheric dis
turbances which make the installation o f the radio 
range system a possibility in tropical countries where 
hitherto the medium frequency types have given only 
limited service.

These features combined with the simplicity o f the 
ground plant and the ease with which the four beams 
emanating from the station can be pointed in the most 
useful directions for homing aircraft, make V.H.F. 
unquestionably the spectrum upon which radio ranges 
o f the future will operate. According to published2

details several V.H.F. ranges are already in operation 
in the United States o f America.

2.3. Markers
For various reasons connected with the flight o f the 

aircraft and also for economic reasons, it is not only 
necessary for the aircraft to  be guided accurately from 
one airport to  another, but it is also necessary for the 
pilot to have, from  time to  time, an indication o f his 
progress along the beam. To enable this information 
to  be given under conditions when visible sights o f the 
ground cannot be taken, markers are installed along 
the range track at certain intervals which, operating 
on V.H.F. at 75 Mc/s, radiate a fan-shaped vertical 
polar diagram which is capable o f being received in the 
aircraft with very simple apparatus. The breadth o f the 
usable signal is arranged to  overlap the continuous 
note area o f the beam and can therefore be received by 
an aircraft which is flying slightly off the equisignal 
course, if  required. Usually, the marker transmission 
is identified by the pilot by a distinctive tone in the tele
phones or indicated by a light in the cockpit which is 
operated through a relay by the received signal.

2.4. Position Finding from  Radio Range Signals
A criticism sometimes made o f the radio range 

method of guidance is that if  the beam or continuous 
note area is lost the pilot cannot always find it. This is 
untrue, since by the very nature o f the formation o f the 
equisignal path there is either an A or an N signal in all 
quadrants round a range transm itter and by adopting 
a standard procedure entailing the use o f the compass, 
aeronautical maps showing the bearings o f the legs ot 
the range stations, and by careful comparison o f the 
strength o f the A and N signals, a pilot can always find 
the equisignal path.

The procedure for finding beams is described in detail 
by Jordanoff3, but does not seem to  be known 
generally outside aviation circles where beam flying is in 
daily use.

2.5. The Installation o f  Radio Range Receiving 
Equipment

The installation in the aircraft for the use of 
the range system is, as already remarked, o f extreme 
simplicity. This not only applies to  the receiver but also 
to  the aerial requirements, adequate reception at the 
limit o f range o f a beam being possible with an aerial 
o f vertical construction, about 3 ft. high. As it is 
usual to use ranges for flying both to  and from an 
airport, it is im portant to  provide for a substantially 
omnidirectional polar diagram and a vertical aerial 
would appear to be the best choice. This kind o f aerial 
may, however, at very short-range from the trans
mitter, cause errors in course when the aircraft is being 
banked, due to picking up the horizontally-polarised 
component o f the transmitted wave. Various methods 
are used to  counter this undesirable effect, the most 
common being to use a short vertical aerial with a Vee
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form “ roof.” This construction not only gives a 
slightly increased effective height to  the aerial but also, 
by careful adjustment o f the length o f the sides o f the 
Vee, can be arranged to  cause the horizontal compo
nents to cancel each other at the point o f connection to 
the vertical part o f the aerial. It would appear that these 
errors can occur at V.H.F., but there seems to be no 
reason why a similar aerial technique should not be 
employed. It should be noted, however, that at V.H.F. 
it will be more difficult to obtain an omnidirectional 
polar diagram on account o f the screening of the wings, 
fuselage and tail unit of the aircraft. Since the aerials 
required for V.H.F. are small and therefore do not 
collect a dangerous amount of ice or seriously interfere 
with streamlining, it would seem that the best solution 
would lie in using separate aerials placed in suitable 
sites for flying towards and away from range trans
mitters.

2.6. Radio Range Receivers

The basic requirements o f range receivers are that 
they should have high sensitivity and adjacent channel 
selectivity and that they should be capable o f detecting 
small changes in input, in order to give the maximum 
aural discrimination between the A and N signals. The 
first two requirements are met without difficulty 
because it is possible to use a low value of I/F, typical 
receivers having a sensitivity o f 50 mw output for an 
input o f 5 microvolts, 30 per cent modulated, with a 
signal to noise ratio o f 6 db and selectivity of the order 
of 40 db attenuation o f 2 kc/s off tune. The aural dis
crimination is obtained by the use o f a square law 
second detector. R /F gain is controlled manually and 
the output valve is arranged to load fully before any of 
the pre-detector amplifiers are overloaded, in order to 
oblige the pilot, for comfort o f listening, to keep the 
gain control set at a safe value. This prevents course 
errors due to R /F  overload and also ensures that the 
detector is operated under optimum conditions.

Continuously variable tuning is used with M /F radio 
range receivers and normal L/C circuits are incorporated 
in the R /F  and oscillator stages. V.H.F. radio range 
receivers usually have crystal controlled oscillator 
circuits, owing to  the difficulties o f design o f small stable 
variable circuits at these frequencies.

Although it is useful to  be able to receive meteoro
logical broadcasts on the range equipment without a 
change of tuning, there are occasions when the presence 
o f voice frequencies is inconvenient to the pilot, who 
may, for example, be about to execute a difficult 
manoeuvre and be in the need of clear guidance signals. 
Similarly, under weak signal conditions, the A-N modu
lation may render the telephony signals unintelligible. 
Filters are, therefore, incorporated in the A/F circuits 
o f range receivers which enable either o f the unwanted 
signals to be attenuated by about 40 db.

3. Navigational Aid from Airborne Direction Finding 
Apparatus

3.1. The Uses o f  Aircraft Direction Finders
Throughout the world there are many transmissions 

such as those originating from broadcast, commercial 
telegraphy and marine stations, o f which the geo
graphical position is known, that can be used for 
navigational assistance by the taking o f bearings from 
them with loop direction finders.

Airborne apparatus for this purpose has therefore 
been developed and is nowadays in general use both in 
civil and military aircraft.

In the United States o f America direction finders are 
the principal means of navigation when flying in areas 
not covered by radio range tracks, and for this reason 
the Civil Aeronautics Authorities enforce the installa
tion o f them in all transport aircraft.

3.2. Aircraft Loop Installations
Early aircraft direction finders used a normal pattern 

o f loop aerial, but with the increase of speeds it has 
become necessary to  reduce the drag caused by them, 
and on modern aircraft the winding is enclosed in a 
“ teardrop ” streamlined housing. As there is a prac
tical limit to  the dimensions of this housing, the dia
meter o f the loop winding has had to  be reduced to 
between 6 in. and 8 in. This results in a low effective 
height which is o f the order of 15 cm. at 400 kc/s. In 
order to develop the maximum voltage across the loop 
it is usually constructed either o f large cross section 
copper wire (with wide spacing between turns) or o f litz.

The all metal construction of aircraft and their cruci
form shape cause loops installed upon them to exhibit 
quadrantal errors which can be very large unless the 
loops are correctly positioned. The siting o f loops has 
therefore been investigated and the technique is now 
fully understood. Various methods have also been 
developed for the reduction o f quadrantal errors, such 
as the placing near the loop windings o f copper bars 
which, by correct positioning, can be made to  cause the 
loop scale reading to agree with its mechanical rotation.

While it is impossible to  install a loop in such a 
manner as to eliminate quadrantal errors entirely, it is 
possible, by experiment, to reduce them to  reasonable 
values and to cause the errors to be symmetrical. In 
practice the best all round position is usually found to 
be on top of the aircraft at the point of the intersection 
o f the wings and the fuselage. Installed in this position 
the loop is not screened under conditions of level flight 
and has fairly symmetrically placed reflecting surfaces 
in all four quadrants. On some aircraft it is impossible 
to  place the loop on the top of the fuselage, and it is 
placed beneath it, invariably causing a large quadrantal 
error, brought about by the screening of the engines 
and wing tips when at certain bearings to the source o f 
signal. Even when receiving signals on the lower M /F 
band it is surprising to note that quadrantal errors are 
introduced by the presence o f small fixed aerials, and
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it is im portant to  connect such aerials to  their respective 
transmitters and receivers when tests are being made for 
quadrantal error. Various curves o f the quadrantal 
errors found on aircraft have been published, and that 
shown by Keen4, which has a maximum value o f 
18 degrees, can be considered to  be typical of the loop 
installations o f the larger types of high wing aeroplanes.

It has been found that the extent o f quadrantal error 
o f an aircraft loop installation can only be determined 
with accuracy by measurements made while the aircraft 
is flying; for this to  be carried out thoroughly it is 
usually necessary to  fly for about two hours. During 
the peak production of military aircraft such flying 
time for loop calibration was not permissible and as a 
result of extensive trials it was found that a carefully- 
made master talibration o f quadrantal error for a given 
type o f aircraft could be applied to  all production 
models o f a similar type without degrading their loop 
accuracy, the only precaution necessary being to ascer
tain that the mechanical installation was carefully 
carried out. It will be realised that once a loop cali
bration has been made, its sutsequent accuracy 
depends upon the mechanical stability o f its drive 
mechanism and upon the freedom from backlash o f the 
flexible drives associated with its rotation.

Aircraft loops are, in general, only intended for. 
reception on frequencies below 1 -5 M c /s ; it is, 
therefore, usual to construct them with several turns 
o f wire in order to  develop the maximum voltage across 
them, the limit o f the inductance being set by the 
resonant frequency o f the loop and its self-capacity 
and that o f the leads which connect it to  its associated 
receiver. This resonant frequency should be slightly 
higher than the highest frequency to which the receiver 
is designed to  tune, as inaccuracies are found to occur 
on bearings which are taken on signals corresponding 
to  the resonant frequency of the loop and associated 
circuits.

In  order to  eliminate 180 deg. ambiguity o f bearings 
taken on the loop, it is necessary to provide means 
o f determining “ sense.” With the simple loop circuits 
o f the type used on aircraft installations this can best 
be obtained by combining the loop signals with a 
vertical component obtained from an omnidirectional 
aerial. For this purpose the rigid or fixed aerial is 
generally used, or in some instances a 6 ft. to 8 ft. 
flexible whip aerial is employed. The trailing aerial 
can also be used, but only if the installation is calibrated 
in conjunction with it, sense indication being the 
reverse of that found with aerials mounted on top o f the 
fuselage.

3.3. Visual Presentation o f  Loop Nulls
The taking of bearings on signals received in an 

aircraft requires a higher degree of skill than is necessary 
on a ship or shore station owing to  two factors; the 
high speed o f the aircraft which makes rapid operation 
and calculation essential for the accurate interpretation

o f results, and the high acoustic noise level prevailing 
in the aircraft, the latter factor causing the loop zeros 
to  appear to  be broad, due to  masking effects upon the 
ear. These difficulties have been overcome largely by 
visual presentation o f the loop zeros in place o f aural 
indications and by the development o f mechanical 
devices which, by linking the loop scale with the 
repeater compass scale, eliminate much o f the calcu
lation necessary for conversion o f the readings obtained 
on the loop into useful information to  the pilot. In the 
latest form  o f airborne direction finder, mechanical 
arrangements are made which enable a continuous 
indication o f bearings to be presented visually on a 
scale in the pilot’s cockpit.

The visual presentation o f loop zeros has the 
advantage over the aural method o f not only enabling 
more accurate bearings to  be taken, but also o f pro
viding the pilot with an instrument which can be used 
for homing guidance to any source o f transmission to 
which the receiver may be tuned. The instrument used 
for indication was, in its original form, a differential 
type which indicated centrally when the loop was in the 
null position and to  the left or right when the loop was 
receiving a signal. It was thus possible for an aircraft 
to  be homed to a transmitter by setting the loop at right 
angles to the aircraft’s head and flying in such a manner 
as to  keep the meter indicating centrally. This type of 
indication had the disadvantage o f giving the same 
reading for both the “  on course ” and no signal 
conditions, and it was possible for the transm itter being 
homed upon to  cease operating without it being 
apparent to  the pilot.

In order to  overcome this difficulty the twin pointer 
visual indicator was developed. In  this instrument, “ on 
course ” indication is obtained by the intersection of 
two pointers on a centre line on the dial face, the off 
course condition being shown by an intersection o f the 
pointers to the left or right o f the centre line. When 
homing, the height o f the intersection on the centre line 
varies with the signal strength and will therefore show 
immediately the transmission ceases.

3.4. Loop Ancillary Equipment
In order to  interpret the readings obtained on the 

loop scale as a useful navigational aid, it is necessary 
for them to be converted into true bearings so as to 
determine the position o f the transmission being 
received. To make this conversion it is necessary to 
apply quadrantal correction, ascertain the course being 
flown and apply compass deviation correction for the 
locality in which the aircraft is being flown. As these 
operations and the associated calculations take an 
appreciable time to  carry out, errors can be introduced 
due to the speed o f the aircraft. A device has therefore 
been developed which eliminates all calculations and 
gives a direct reading o f the true bearing o f the trans
mission being received. This is accomplished by making 
the loop position indicator traverse a compass repeater 
scale and by placing adjustable cams in the loop drive
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mechanism which crowd o r spread the readings in 
accordance with the quadrantal error. In this device5 
indication that the loop is in the null position is 
obtained by rotating a central zero visual indicator 
with the loop drive. In  order to  obtain a correct 
reading it is therefore only necessary for the operator 
to  rotate the loop until the central zero instrument 
pointer is in alignment with the loop scale pointer. 
When taking bearings under conditions o f unstable 
flight this instrument is o f value as the operator only 
needs to  maintain the alignment o f the loop scale and 
central zero meter pointer from which an average true 
bearing can be obtained rapidly. A device o f the kind 
described, although eliminating calculations and 
reducing the time needed for taking bearings, still 
requires manual operation o f the loop.

The most recent development has therefore been to 
include means for the automatic rotation o f the loop 
and for remote indication o f the scale readings in such 
parts o f the aircraft as may be required.

In order to  obtain these facilities the basic visual 
indicator circuit is employed, but the voltages normally 
used for operating the meter are arranged, in this 
instance, to  energise relays which control a motor for 
rotation o f the loop ; thus, when the loop is at the 
position of zero signal pickup the relays are not ener
gised and the motor is stopped. As the aircraft pro
gresses on its flight its position with respect to the 
transmission being received will change, resulting in a 
voltage being induced in the loop aerial and hence 
through the receiver to the motor controlling relay ; 
this will in turn close the motor circuit and cause the 
loop to  be rotated until the position of zero signal is 
found and the motor is again stopped. Receiving 
equipment o f this type in its latest form uses two loops 
and receivers so as to  enable a continuous fix to  be 
obtained.

3.5. Airborne Direction Finding Receivers

F or aerodynamic reasons there is little choice in the 
aerial systems which may be used in conjunction with 
aircraft direction finding receivers and most circuits 
are designed to  work on the switched cardioid principle.

In  order to  maintain the correct phase relationship 
between the vertical and loop aerials it is important to 
avoid feedback to them from amplifying stages and it is 
necessary to  operate the R /F  and frequency changer 
stages under exceptionally stable conditions. In a 
widely used airborne direction finder6 the vertical 
aerial is isolated from the loop circuit by an aperiodic 
amplifier in order to  avoid phase shift. Owing to the 
small pickup of the aircraft loop aerial it is necessary 
to  design receivers with a sensitivity o f at least 10 
microvolts input for full-scale deflection of the visual 
meter, the gain being obtained largely in the I/F  stages. 
As any direction finder will need to receive signals 
which lie in the band used for the I/F  in broadcast 
receivers, a low I/F  is employed. The adjacent channel

selectivity o f the receiver must be high, as interfering 
signals would cause the visual indicator to deflect and 
lead to  errors ; in current designs the output o f the 
receiver is attenuated by about 40 db at 3 kc/s off re
sonance. The effect o f images upon the accuracy o f 
the visual indicator is also equally important and 
rejection o f the order o f 70 db is usual. The choice o f 
the intermediate frequency is limited, but endeavours 
are made to  select a value which does not lie on any 
known regular transmission frequency, as breakthrough 
would render the indications on the visual meter useless. 
To reduce this risk wavetraps are placed in the input 
and output circuits o f the R /F stage and an overall 
attenuation o f about 90 db is obtained.

In  all present-day direction finding receivers the 
vertical aerial or loop and the output to  the visual 
indicator is switched electronically. In the motor-driven 
loop types thyratrons have been used latterly in place 
of relays for controlling rotation, and it is likely that 
all o f the switching o f the purely D /F circuits will 
continue to  be accomplished electronically, as less 
maintenance is required than for mechanical devices.

While the sharpest possible loop null indication is 
needed for taking bearings, it is undesirable for the 
visual indicator to show large deflections for small 
changes in the heading o f the aircraft when the pilot 
is using it for homing, owing to  the tendency o f aircraft 
to  yaw. A control over the meter deflection sensitivity 
is therefore required, and in a current design o f airborne 
direction finder, is met by a two-position switch having 
“  bearing ”  and “ homing ” positions’, the method 
of widening the null position used being to  increase 
the amount o f vertical component combined with the 
loop aerial. Since the loop is fixed when used for 
homing it therefore becomes necessary for the pilot to 
make a comparatively large change o f direction o f the 
aircraft before the visual indicator shows a deviation 
from course.

3.6. Loop Reception o f  H /F

Loop reception o f H /F signals in aircraft does not 
appear to  have been very extensively investigated for 
direction finding purposes, although it is used to  
counter certain conditions o f static interference. 
Except for short-range operation, it would appear that 
simple loop direction finding must always be useless 
owing to reflections from the ionosphere interfering 
with the ground wave. Experiments have been carried 
out successfully with spaced loops on aircraft for 
homing on H/F, but such arrangements have the in
herent disadvantage o f requiring aerials to be mounted 
on the wings and have no apparent advantages over less 
complicated methods. If  the need for H /F direction 
finding in aircraft should arise it would appear that its 
solution lies in pulsed transmissions from ground 
stations and cathode ray presentation o f the information 
in the aircraft.
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3.7. V.H.F. Airborne Direction Finders
Due to the difficulties o f siting directional aerials for 

the reception o f V.H.F. signals on aircraft, very little 
progress has been made in the development o f airborne 
V .H.F.D /F, although various homing devices have been 
put into service for operation on frequencies as high as 
400 Mc/s. Among those which have been most widely 
used is the 50 Mc/s homing device, used as standard 
equipment on Luftwaffe aircraft. This apparatus 
provides the pilot with a visual homing indication on a 
small central zero meter and uses conventional D /F 
circuit technique. A small loop is employed, installed 
for zero signal pickup in the direction of flight. The 
useful range o f this equipment is stated to  be about 
200 miles at 20,000 ft.

An ultra high frequency homing device was used 
during the war by the R.A.F. in special airborne landing 
operations which operated in the 350 Mc/s band. In 
this instance, owing to  the very short wavelength, it was 
possible to  use a directional aerial array which gave 
satisfactory results, although it was necessary in all 
cases to make extensive tests before deciding upon the 
aerial site on the fuselage for a given type o f aircraft, 
owing to  the screening and distortion o f the polar 
diagram which was found to  take place from the en
gines, tail units and even pitot head tubes.

3.8. Radar Homing Devices

Various secondary radar* homing devices were 
developed during the war, which may be found to  have 
applications for civil air transport work owing to  their 
possessing the valuable facility o f providing the navi
gator of the aircraft with a continuous indication of the 
distance between the aircraft and the beacon being 
homed upon.

The most fully developed o f these devices is the 
system known as Rebecca-Eureka9, which uses an air
borne transmitter and receiver and a transponder type 
beacon radiating from an omnidirectional aerial.

The distance measurement is obtained by trans
mitting pulse signals from the aircraft which, when 
received by the receiver associated with the beacon 
trigger a pulsed transm itter; signals from the beacon 
are received in the aircraft and the time taken for the 
two-way transmission is measured. This is indicated on 
a cathode ray tube in the aircraft which has a time base 
calibrated in distance.

“ On course” indication is obtained in a simple manner. 
Directiqnal dipoles are mounted to either side o f the 
forward part o f the aircraft fuselage and are sited to 
produce cardioid polar diagrams to  either side o f the 
line o f flight. A high-speed motor driven switch 
alternately connects each aerial to the receiver, enabling 
the amplitude of the signals from each aerial to be com
pared by observation of the size of the traces to  either 
side of the time base which is arranged vertically on the 
observation tube.

For homing, the navigator therefore instructs the 
pilot to steer the aircraft until the traces to either side 
of the time base line are o f equal amplitude.

The range o f the Rebecca-Eureka system is governed 
by the pulse repetition frequency and the altitude o f 
the aircraft owing to  the utilisation o f frequencies in 
the 200 Mc/s band. In  practice this is about 90 miles at 
5,000 ft.

4. Hyperbolic Navigational Air Systems
4.1. The Gee Secondary Radar System

During the war there arose the need for a more 
precise method o f determining the position o f an 
aircraft than could be obtained from such devices as 
airborne direction finders. This requirement fostered 
development in what are now known as hyperbolic 
navigational aids o f which the British Gee system was 
the first to be put into service. This system, by emitting 
pulse signals from synchronised transm i.ters, lays 
down a space pattern o f intersecting position lines 
from which a fix o f the position o f the aircraft can be 
determined.

The lattice is produced by transmitting from  a master 
station a pulse signal which triggers subsidiary or 
slave transmitters with predetermined and controlled 
time delays. Pulses from the master and two or three 
slave stations are received in the aircraft and are 
displayed on a cathode ray tube along a crystal con
trolled time base, and it is therefore possible to measure > 
accurately the difference in time o f arrival of the pulses 
from the slave stations with relation to the pulse signal 
from the master station. By careful synchronisation of 
the ground stations the time difference o f arrival o f the 
pulse signals can be determined for any position within 
range o f the transmitters and maps can be prepared 
upon which lines o f constant time difference can be 
plotted. These points, following well-known geo
metrical laws, will produce a straight line from a point 
midway between the master and slave stations and will 
be o f hyperbolic shape to  either side o f this line.

For the greatest accuracy o f fixing it is desirable for 
the position lines to intersect at an angle o f 90 deg.
To achieve this result over the maximum area three 
slave stations are sited in a star pattern round the 
master station and are spaced from  it by about 100 
miles.

Because the system depends upon the time difference 
of arrival o f pulsed signals, it is important to  avoid 
ionosphere reflections and the system is operated on 
the V.H.F. band between 40 and 80 Mc/s. This entails 
limitations to  the system owing to  the quasioptical 
behaviour o f frequencies o f this order, it becoming 
necessary to site the transmitters on high ground for 
maximum range and in order to secure the greatest 
possible length of base line between the master and 
slave transmitters. The necessity for cathode ray tube 
presentation in the aircraft places a limitation on the 
types o f aircraft in which the receiving equipment can
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be installed because this not only is o f substantial weight 
(80 lb.) but also must be observed by a crew member.

The accuracy o f the Gee system must depend pri
marily upon the stability o f the space pattern and, 
secondly, upon the measurement in the receiver of the 
time differences of arrival o f the pulse signals. In prac
tice the timing o f the transmitters is maintained to 
within about -66 microseconds. The receiving appa
ratus is o f conventional type and employs interchange
able tuning units for different chains o f transmitters. 
The signals are received on a 6-ft. whip aerial mounted 
in the position on the aircraft found to give a substan
tially omnidirectional polar diagram.

4.2. The Loran Secondary Radar System
The Loran system is o f American origin and was 

developed later than the Gee system for the purpose of 
providing navigational aid to  ships and aircraft over 
sea. In principle it is similar to  Gee and depends upon 
the difference in the time o f arrival o f pulse signals from 
synchronised transmitters. In order to  obtain ranges 
over sea up to 1,000 miles, frequencies o f the order o f 
1 -7 Mc/s are used which are reflected from the first E 
and abnormal E layers of the ionosphere during certain 
times over the 24-hour period. There is, therefore, a 
difference in the range obtainable during night and day, 
and there exist areas between the locality where the 
ground wave ceases to  be received and the sky wave has 
not returned to earth where no signals are received. In 
addition to these disadvantages there is a considerable 
difference between the ranges obtainable over sea and 
land, due to absorption of energy by soil. The accuracy 
of timing of transmitters in the Loran system is to within 
one microsecond. These factors indicate that the Loran 
system is not wholly suitable for use as an aeronautical 
navigation aid.

4.3. The Decca Navigational System
Consideration of the shortcomings of secondary radar 

navigational aids would indicate that the solution for a 
large area coverage system would be to employ low 
frequencies.

To date, however, it has not been found possible to 
radiate pulse signals successfully on low frequencies 
because with existing coil design technique the steep 
fronted pulse which is needed, cannot be transmitted 
owing to  the decrement o f the inductances which must 
be associated with long wave transmitters.

There is also the inherent difficulty o f the bandwidth 
which would be occupied by pulsed transmissions on 
low frequencies.

Owing to these difficulties the Decca navigational 
system has been developed which, although using a 
hyperbolic space pattern, does not employ pulse tech
nique, but is based upon the principle of the comparison 
o f the phases o f signals radiated by synchronised un
modulated transmitters. This arrangement permits 
the use o f dial presentation o f information to the pilot

and dispenses with the need for carrying a cathode 
ray tube in the aircraft. It also has the most important 
feature of providing continuous position information 
without attention. Long waves are used for trans
mission, making the signals receivable at all altitudes up 
to  the limit o f the cover o f the system.

The space pattern o f the Decca system is set up by 
transmitting C.W. signals from a master and phase 
synchronised slave stations. These transmissions are on 
harmonically related frequencies and phase comparison 
takes place on frequencies common to the master and 
each slave station. The position of the aircraft is deter
mined by counting and recording the number o f in- 
phase lines flown through and indicating the difference 
o f phase between them for precision readings. In the 
existing British Decca chain frequencies o f 85 kc/s, 
113-3 kc/s, 127-5 kc/s and 70-8 kc/s are used. This 
permits phase comparison between the 85 kc/s master 
station and the 113-3 kc/s slave station at 340 kc/s. 
As the waves travelling from the master to the slave 
and vice versa will be in opposite directions the spacing 
between the in-phase positions along the base line will be

— of the comparison frequency which corresponds to

440 metres. In practical form the phase meter can be 
made to read to 3-6 deg. o f phase change or one- 
hundredth p a r t ; the system is, therefore, capable o f 
reading position line to within 4-4 metres along the base 
line. In order to eliminate the possibility o f disturbance 
o f the space pattern by sky wave interference to  the 
phasing signals, the stations are usually separated by a 
distance of about 100 miles and are set in a similar pat
tern around the master stations for the same reason as 
in the Gee system. There will, therefore, be about 250 
in phase lines or “ lanes ” between the master and 
each slave station. This will cause the meter, in flying 
across the base line, to read 250 full changes o f phase. 
To overcome the ambiguity which this would cause, 
the indicators include a gear train which logs and 
displays the number of lanes flown through. Thus, 
all that the pilot of an aircraft is required to  do when 
using the system is to set the logging pointers of 
the indicators to the numbers on the hyperbolic jnap 
corresponding to  the fix of the aerodrome o f departure, 
after which the meters will give continuous readings 
throughout the journey from which a fix can always be 
obtained.

In any hyperbolic navigational system it is o f the 
utmost importance to maintain a rigidly stable spare 
pattern as the slightest disturbance o f it will lead to 
errors of navigation in the aircraft using the system. 
In the Decca system this is achieved by a novel syn
chronisation arrangement. The master station 85 kc/s 
signal is picked up by a receiver at the slave station, 
and after amplification and multiplication is used as 
the drive signal for the magnifier stages. A receiver at 
the slave station compares ihe phases of the signal from 
the master and the signal radiated by the slave aerial 
and maintains them at a predetermined value which
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depends upon the exact geographical position o f the 
master, slave and slave receiver aerials. Any shift of 
phase is reflected through a reactor valve across one of 
the amplifier stages of the slave transmitter ; this 
arrangement is found to  maintain the space pattern 
stability to  within 1 deg. o f phase difference, amounting 
to  a few yards only in position line accuracy at the limit 
of range.

The transmitting plant used in the Decca system can 
be designed for higher efficiency than is normally 
obtainable because the transmissions are unkeyed and 
unmodulated. This permits o f the use o f an aerial induc
tance o f a value o f Q o f over 3,000. The aerial is of 
special design having a very high capacity and is in the 
form  o f a radiating tower with an umbrella top for the 
purpose o f  radiating vertically polarised waves only. 
The radiated power with this design is about 900 watts 
for an input of 2kW to the output circuit at 127-5 kc/s.

The receiving apparatus for the Decca system con
sists o f cascaded amplifiers for each frequency followed 
by discriminator circuits feeding into the phase meters. 
The amplifiers are designed for high phase stability and 
can set up before use from signals from a built-in 
oscillator, to  zero phase difference. The receiver is of 
the fixed tune type and has no external controls so that 
it can be installed in any part o f the aircraft. The 
weight o f this apparatus i$ 30 lb. and it will operate 
satisfactorily from a small fixed aerial.

The range o f the Decca system is governed by the 
distance at which the space pattern will be displaced by 
more than one lane by the effect o f downcoming signals 
reflected from the ionosphere. With the frequencies 
used this occurs at a distance from the base line o f about 
470 miles, allowing for a reflection coefficient o f -3 and 
a terrain conductivity o f 10-13 E.M.U.

During the daytime the reflected signals are of 
negligible amplitude and the range is in excess o f 1,000 
miles.

Owing to  the reduction o f night effect on very low 
frequencies it would appear to  be possible to  use the 
Decca principle for the production o f a stable space 
pattern to  cover the N orth Atlantic by the use o f trans
missions on frequencies lying between 15 and 20 kc/s.

5. Two-way Communication and Direction Finding
between Ground Stations and Aircraft

5.1. The European Method o f  Communication and 
Direction Finding

In order to  exercise control over aircraft operating 
on air routes it is necessary to  be able to communicate 
with them at any stage o f a flight so as to pass instruc
tions and meteorological information. By the provision 
o f ground direction finders all communications between 
a ir and ground can be used as a means determining the 
position o f aircraft. This method forms the basis upon 
which aeronautical radio services in Europe and 
throughout the Empire air routes have been organised.

Originally all two-way combined communications , 
and direction finding were carried out on the 333 kc/s 
band and a range o f about 200 miles .only was required 
o f the aircraft transmitter, A dcock stations being 
used for direction finding.

The increases o f range o f non-stop flights have since 
made it necessary to arrange for the system to  be used 
on H /F also, and this is now the main navigational aid 
method for transoceanic crossings. For this kind of 
service the method approaches the ideal as on all such 
aerial journeys periodical reports from aircraft are 
essential in the interests o f safety, and it is thus possible 
for the position o f an aircraft to be progressively plotted 
from its normal report messages.

On the shorter air routes the method is inefficient 
and does not compare favourably with radio range 
or hyperbolic systems, as it is incapable o f providing 
guidance to more than one aircraft at a time which 
leads to delays under conditions o f large volumes of 
traffic.

5.2. Two-way Communication and Direction Finding 
between Ground Stations and Aircraft on Medium 
Frequencies

The reason for the choice o f M /F for European aero
nautical services seems to  have been primarily because 
a number o f D /F stations and associated transmitters 
were in existence after the 1914-1918 war, which were 
designed for this work and which could readily be put 
into operation. The original choice o f the M /F band 
was evidently made after consideration of its behaviour 
during daylight hours and its comparative freedom from 
the effects o f ionosphere reflections and interference.

Regrettably, very little thought seems to  have been 
given to  the difficulties which transmission from  aircraft 
on M /F would entail, an oversight which has ever since 
been a tax on the ingenuity o f airborne radio equipment 
designers. These difficulties arise because there is a 
practical limit to  the size o f the aerials which can be 
installed on an aircraft and on account o f the insulation 
problems which are encountered when designing small 
M /F transmission equipment o f the dimensions needed 
for aircraft. In order to  obtain the maximum radiation, 
the trailing aerial is used, but this is restricted in 
length to about 200 ft. for aerodynamic reasons and, 
therefore, cannot be a very efficient radiator.

5.3. The Aircraft Trailing Aerial at M/F.
As the aerial, even on the slowest aircraft, does not 

hang directly below, but trails behind, the effective 
height is low and measurements made by Fassbender10 
on 90 m.p.h. aircraft show this to  be o f the order of 
8 metres. On faster aircraft in the 200 m.p.h. category, 
the angle o f trail is even more acute and recent measure
ments11 show this to be o f the order o f only 3 metres 
at 333 kc/s. While communication range from the faster 
aircraft would not be affected, since under these condi
tions the radiation is predominantly in the horizontal 
plane o f polarisation, the effect on the range over which
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D /F  bearings can be taken becomes very much smaller 
and it is necessary to  increase the power o f the aircraft 
transm itter in order to  give the range required.

Even by operating valves at the highest possible 
efficiency, an anode efficiency o f not more than 70 per 
cent, to  80 per cent, is possible in an aircraft transmitter; 
there is also to  be considered the inefficiency o f the H.T. 
converters used to  transform  the 12 or 24 volt D.C. 
supply and also the current drawn for heaters. These 
factors place a limit o f power to the output circuit o f 
M /F transmitters o f about 150 to  200 watts in practical 
designs. The actual power output to  the aerial is, how
ever, very much less than this, as much o f it is absorbed 
in the loss resistances o f the aerial inductance and in 
the aerial/earth system o f the aircraft. The loss resist
ance o f the aerial inductance is directly proportional to 
the capacitance o f the aerial, the average value of 
capacitance o f a trailing type being between 300 and 
400 pF. Although at first sight the trailing aerial with 
its metallic counterpoise formed by the fuselage and 
wings o f the aircraft might appear to have a low loss 
resistance, in practice the resistance is o f a rather high 
value, usually of the order o f 10-15 ohms. This is 
found to be due to the eddy current loss, and is insuper
able owing to the trailing aerial being in very close 
proximity to the bottom of the fuselage at which point 
the largest current is concentrated. Another source of 
loss has been found to  be in the tube through which the 
aerial wire is led out o f the aircraft12. In addition 
to  these losses there is a dead loss in the aerial wire, as 
it is necessary for it to be constructed o f stranded steel 
wire in order to withstand strains met in flight. It will 
therefore be realised that the design o f the M /F aircraft 
transmitter output inductance is difficult, and every

effort must be made to obtain a very high Q ——̂ to
compensate for the dead losses in the aerial system, 
at the same time making it o f sufficiently small dimen
sions and weight for it to be suitable for airborne use.

The polar diagram of the trailing aerial has not been 
subjected to  very complete investigation, although the 
theoretical and probable directional effects are dis
cussed by Fassbender13 at some length. If it is assumed 
that the trailing aerial is similar to an inverted L type, 
it would seem reasonable to  suppose that it would have 
the polar diagram of this type o f aerial. At very short 
ranges from the receiving station it has been noted that 
the signal strength from the aircraft transmitter is 
greater when the aircraft is approaching than when it is 
receding from the receiving aerial, which tends to sub
stantiate this theory. Although the wave transmitted 
from the aircraft can be considered to be travelling 
along the surface o f the ground for the greater part o f 
the distance between the aircraft and the receiving 
station, it has been shown1* that the signal strength is, 
to  an extent, dependent on the altitude of the aircraft. 
F or approximate range calculations, however, the usual 
inverse distance formula with Austin Cohen correc
tion can be used.

A part from the electrical shortcomings o f the trailing 
aerial it has never been regarded favourably by aircraft 
designers owing to it constituting a source o f drag, nor 
has it been received favourably by airline operators, as 
it is known to be a source o f danger during thunder
storms and a collector of ice under certain meteoro
logical conditions.

5.4. The Aircraft Fixed Aerial at M /F
The frequent objections raised to the installation o f 

trailing aerials have caused aeronautical radio engineers 
to  consider the replacement of them by fixed and very 
much smaller aeria ls; these are rigged between a 
short mast and the tail unit.

The capacity o f the shorter aerial is lower than that 
o f the trailing type and a larger inductance is needed to 
tune the transmitter to M/F, therefore larger dead 
losses occur. The fixed aerial is also of very low effective 
height which seldom exceeds a value of one metre, this 
entailing for equal D /F range to  the trailing type, a 
power increase in the transmitter of about ten times. 
With present day technique this cannot be achieved in 
airborne transmitter design and a maximum power 
rating o f about 200 watts only can be obtained, with 
consequent reduction in range. At the present moment 
aircraft designers are reluctantly still obliged to install 
trailing aerials in their aircraft for useful M /F D /F 
ranges o f transmission and instead o f assisting the 
radio designer in developing fixed aerial M /F trans
mission equipment by incorporating aerial masts o f 
increased height, designers are tending to  eliminate the 
aerial mast altogether and are arranging for the aerials 
to be rigged direct from a deck insulator to  the tail 
u n i t ; such an aerial installation as this has, o f course, 
negligible effective height.

5.5. The Future o f  M /F  fo r  Aircraft Uses
The provision o f M /F transmission facilities from 

airaraft has always been regarded in the past as being 
essential on air routes which involve ocean crossings, 
owing to  the ease with which communication can be 
established with ships in the event o f an emergency. 
The reliability o f communications on H /F nowadays 
would appear, however, to offer possibilities o f more 
efficient emergency procedures, since upon receiving 
distress signals from aircraft, shore control stations 
could put into operation powerful transmitters which 
would be more likely to actuate the auto alarms on 
ships than the comparatively weak signals radiated on 
M /F by an aircraft. Consideration o f this factor may 
result in the abandonment of medium frequency trans
mission from aircraft altogether.

If  the use o f these frequencies is discontinued it will 
relieve designers of radio equipment for aircraft o f one 
o f their major difficulties. It will also find favour with 
aircraft designers as it will avoid the necessity for the 
complicated trailing aerial arrangements such as would 
be required on pressurised types o f aircraft.
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5.6. Two-way Communication and Direction Finding 
Between Ground Stations and Aircraft on H/F.

The advantages of using H /F for aircraft communica
tions were realised soon after the long distance pro
perties o f these frequencies were first discovered.

Their application to  aeronautic uses was, however, 
delayed until about 1928 owing to the imperfections of 
the methods used for the suppression o f ignition inter
ference from aero engines, a difficulty which made 
reception o f all but the strongest signals impossible. 
At about this time the whole technique of ignition 
interference suppression was improved by the intro
duction o f engine screening harness, and it became 
possible to  consider H /F reception in aircraft as being 
comparable to  that obtained on M/F.

Based on theoretical considerations o f propagation 
and with the knowledge of the ionosphere that existed 
at that time, independent investigators15’ 16 sought to 
find optimum frequencies upon which reliable com
munication could take place over fairly large distances 
between the ground and aircraft, it being realised that 
the ground wave from a transmitter would have a 
longer range to an aircraft at a normal operational 
altitude than it would have to  another ground station. 
Similarly, it was supposed that the direct wave from the 
aircraft would have a correspondingly larger range of 
coverage. It was then thought that critical frequencies 
could be found which would extend the range o f com
munication by the effect o f the downcoming ionosphere 
wave, as this would provide a signal at the point at 
which that o f the direct wave had ceased. As the result 
o f investigations of a thorough nature in the United 
States and in Germany it was found possible to  put 
these theories into practice and by the use o f certain 
frequencies, ranges o f constant contact between an 
aircraft and the ground o f up to 600 miles were achieved 
consistently, often with very low power o f trans
mission. Since these experiments were carried out a 
vast amount o f work has been done in the investigation 
of the behaviour o f H /F transmission and D /F with 
aircraft, and the whole technique is very fully under
stood.

5.7. The Aircraft Aerial at HIF

To an extent the problems o f aerial systems on air
craft at H /F are similar to those met when using M /F, 
although even in its worst case the aircraft aerial is 
always a better radiator on H/F.

For some years the trailing aerial was used for H /F 
transmission and reception, it being reeled out to  a 
length corresponding to a quarter-wave or half-wave 
o f the frequency in use. While there is no doubt that 
this represents the most efficient radiator for an air
craft transmitter, the method has gone into disfavour 
nowadays with the requirement o f operating on a 
number o f widely differing frequencies, and present-day 
communication is all carried out on the fixed fore and 
aft type o f aerial.

The characteristics o f the fixed aerials o f the average 
transport types o f aircraft are now known, and the 
methods o f determining them and typical resistance 
and reactance data have been shown by K iernan17 and 
H aller18’ 19. In the usual aerial the loss resistance which 
appears at M /F is o f a lower value on the band 2-20 
Mc/s, and can for all practical purposes be considered 
to be negligible.

Over this band o f frequencies, however, resonant 
and anti-resonant conditions are met and a very wide 
range of reactances is encountered, making it a require
ment for transmitters to  be capable o f being matched 
to  the aerial at certain frequencies as a very low im
pedance, while at other frequencies it must be capable 
o f matching to very high impedances.

Examination o f the characteristic curves o f aircraft 
aerials on the band lying between 2 and 20 Mc/s points 
to the relationship between the physical length and the 
resonant condition as being quite normal, and it is thus 
safe to  assume that an aerial o f a given length will 
resonate at a frequency which is closely related to  its 
physical s ize ; therefore the aerials are, at some fre
quencies, a quarter wavelength long, while at other 
frequencies they are a multiple or submultiple o f the 
wavelength. They are, in addition, rigged in very close 
proximity to  the fuselage and tail units, and conse
quently it has been found, as would be expected, that 
the polar diagrams for different frequencies vary 
considerably.

The determination o f the polar diagrams o f aircraft 
is, o f course, impossible with an aircraft on the ground 
owing to the reflection effects o f objects in close 
proximity to the aerial. Even under flight conditions it 
is difficult to  determine, as it will be affected by the 
height, direction o f flight and altitude o f the aircraft. 
The technique is therefore now to  use scale models 
with the frequency o f transmission from  the model 
increased to  appropriate value, this method having 
been proved to give accurate results.

To measure the polar diagram the model is mounted 
on a wooden tower and can be oriented to any position 
o f flight by remote control. The introduction o f this 
technique is of inestimable value when new aircraft are 
being designed and is now, according to  a published 
report20, in general use in the United States. A very 
interesting effect was recently discovered as the result 
o f tests o f this nature, that o f the modification o f the 
polar diagram on certain frequencies by the presence of 
dew and rain on the fuselage and wings o f the aircraft.

On modern aircraft it is often necessary to  erect two 
fixed aerials in order to  enable simultaneous trans
mission and reception to  take place at different fre
quencies. Under these conditions, being able to deter
mine the effect o the one aerial upon the other is 
valuable and the scale model technique may be used to 
advantage.

A form o f aerial which has made its appearance
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during the war is the whip type consisting of a vertical 
flexible rod about 6 ft. to 8 ft. long. This aerial is useful 
for such purposes as short range transmission, and 
has the advantage over other types o f being mechanic
ally somewhat unstable while in flight which prevents 

. it from becoming coated with ice, thereby eliminating 
the danger o f being broken off. On the H /F band 
from 3 Mc/s upwards this aerial has a high impedance, 
low capacity and a low loss resistance ; it can be con
sidered to  be a reasonably good radiator on the higher 
frequencies and to  have, if correctly sited, a symmetrical 
polar diagram.

The most recent development o f aircraft aerials for 
H /F  working is to eliminate the wire entirely and to use 
the wings of the aircraft as a shunt fed aerial. The basic 
requirement for radiation is for the total span of the 
wings to  be at least 40 per cent, o f the working wave
length, a readily fulfilled requirement on most twin- 
engined aircraft with the frequencies in general use. 
With this type of radiator the wing is fed by a wire from 
the transmitter to  a point on it found by experiment to 
be that which gives optimum results.

The characteristics o f the wing radiator are similar 
to  those o f a normal fixed aerial, the resistance over the 
H /F  band being o f the same order. The reactance over 
the useful transmission band o f a normal sized aircraft 
is, however, inductive only. The range o f transmission 
o f such an arrangement is found to compare favourably 
with that o f a fixed aerial, according to Haller21, and 
it would appear that further investigation might be 
made with advantage.

The disadvantage o f the shunt fed wing from  the aero
dynamic viewpoint is that the feeder wire must be led 
from the fuselage across the line o f flight to  the point 
o f attachment to the wing, in which position it is liable 
to collect ice.

There is now under review the project o f building 
aerials into the tail units of the larger aircraft, such tail 
units being constructed from insulating material. 
Should this project materialise the aerials will have the 
advantage o f being well sited and should have sym
metrical polar diagrams and also be impervious to ice 
accretion.

The plane o f polarisation o f transmission from air
craft fixed aerials must vary over the H /F band from 
vertical, at the lower frequencies, to horizontal at the 
higher frequencies ; that of the whip type must be 
almost entirely in the vertical plane o f polarisation.

No information is obtainable relating to the type of 
polarisation which is radiated from the shunt fed wing, 
but it would appear that this is almost all in the 
horizontal plane.

The fixed aircraft aerial when working on H /F 
radiates waves in different planes o f polarisation for 
different frequencies and it will be seen that both D /F 
and communication systems for aircraft require very 
great care in planning, as in the choice o f frequencies 
this factor has to  be considered in addition to the

normal factors o f ionosphere reflection and resultant 
range of transmission. If, for instance, a range of com
munication on a certain part o f an air route is required 
to  be 800 miles and it is found that a frequency must be 
used for this coverage which is radiated in a pre
dominantly horizontal plane from the aircraft using the 
route, consideration must be given to the erection o f a 
D /F receiving station which will respond to waves o f 
this type. y

Up to  the present time extensive study has not been 
given to this aspect of H /F direction finding, but with 
the increasing distances over which aircraft can now fly 
without refuelling there seems no doubt that it will 
eventually be necessary.

5.8. H /F  Direction Finding Methods
Under present-day conditions and ranges o f flight 

the majority o f H /F direction finding from aircraft 
signals is carried out on the 3 to 9 Mc/s band, Adcock 
D /F  being in general use at the ground stations. On 
these frequencies the radiation from the aerial of a trans
port type aircraft is predominantly in the vertical plane 
o f polarisation. With such frequencies ranges o f up to 
about 1,000 miles are possible as evidenced by Hodg
son’s22 illustration o f the D /F position plots obtained 
on an Atlantic flight in 1937. Since the compilation of 
these data improvements have been made in the tech
nique of cathode ray direction finders and H /F D /F has 
become a more exact science. Pulse technique has also 
been introduced which has the fundamental advantage 
o f indicating the signal which has taken the shortest 
path to the D /F  station. It is interesting to  note that 
pulse transmission from aircraft was generally adopted 
by the Luftwaffe to  obtain a high accuracy of bearings 
observed, as is shown by Edwards23.

A development of importance to direction finding 
from aircraft signals is the spaced loop direction finder 
which has the property, unlike the Adcock type, of 
being capable of obtaining an accurate bearing on signal 
of which the wave is either vertically or horizontally 
polarised. In this lesser known direction finder two 
loops are arranged so that they are capable o f being 
rotated together and when receiving a vertically 
polarised wave show four nulls, two from the position 
which makes the loop pickup zero and two from the 
position which make the phase difference due to spacing 
zero. When receiving a wave from a downcoming path 
from the ionosphere at a sharp angle, such as would 
occur on a first skip at certain frequencies, only two 
nulls appear which are due to the opposition of phase 
of the voltages induced in the loops by the downcoming 
wave.

Owing to the aerial arrangements o f modern aircraft 
and the different planes o f polarisation of waves radi
ated from them, it seems probable that the majority of 
development must be carried out on spaced loop 
ground stations designed to  be capable o f obtaining 
bearings from any H /F signals transmitted from air
craft.
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5.9. H \F  Telephony Systems fo r  Aeronautical Commu
nications

Although stress has been laid on the use o f H /F  for 
the “ European method ”  o f direction finding and 
guidance o f aircraft, the uses to which it has been put in 
the United States for radio telephonic communication 
should not be overlooked. In this country, while the 
main channel o f guidance is from the radio range it 
still remains essential to  have communication to and 
from aircraft in order to  be able to  give landing in
structions and to  have some measure o f control in the 
vicinity o f crowded airports. To obtain this facility a 
system o f H /F radio telephony has been established and 
has reached a high state o f efficiency. It will be realised 
that the development o f telephony in the United States 
airways is likely to  remain a unique feature with them 
as in no other part o f the world would such an arrange
ment be possible owing to linguistic difficulties. While 
the general technical problems are identical with those 
encountered on the C.W. transmission systems, the 
ranges to be covered are considerably less and do not 
usually exceed 100 miles. In  order to obtain this range 
consistently and at widely varying altitudes of flight it 
was necessary to  select a frequency which fulfilled this 
requirement.

After a considerable amount o f experimental work had 
been carried out it was not found possible to  use a single 
frequency band for both day and night communication, 
and the system was standardised to operate on the 
6 Mc/s band during the daylight hours and the 3 Mc/s 
band during the hours o f darkness. Under these condi
tions the communication over the required range is 
accomplished by working on the direct wave for part 
o f the distance after which the downcoming wave 
from the first skip is used, the practical effect 
being for the signals to  reach a point where they 
weaken, at the limit o f range o f the direct wave, after 
which they increase in strength when the aircraft enters 
the zone where the strength o f the reflected wave is at 
its maximum. The whole basis o f the American 
system of aircraft guidance being to reduce the weight 
o f the aircraft radio equipment, a wireless operator is 
not carried and designs are centred around remotely 
controlled receivers and transmitters. In the most up- 
to-date airborne apparatus L/C oscillator circuits are 
avoided and crystals are used for the control o f master 
oscillators and also for the control o f the local oscilla
tors o f the receivers. The aerial tuning circuits are all 
o f the preset type and remote switching used to adjust 
taps on the tuning inductances o f the transmitters and 
to  place into circuit the necessary capacitance in the 
transmitter and receiver tuning circuits. This is in
variably accomplished by the manipulation o f a single 
switch which may be arranged to select as many as ten 
separate frequencies. The radio apparatus being for 
pilot operation, the ideal o f the designers is to provide a 
facility which resembles as nearly as possible a normal 
telephone, and circuits must be o f extreme stability and 
reliability to  achieve this.

Between the local and distant ranges o f communica
tion it will be realised that great differences in signal 
strength applied to the receiver input occur. It 
therefore becomes necessary to  provide an exceptionally 
good A.V.C. circuit, as following the telephone ideal, 
it is undesirable for the pilot to  have to  adjust a gain 
control at different stages o f the flight. Supplementary 
A.V.C. circuits are therefore included in the more 
advanced types o f receiver which limit the signal in the 
telephones to a comfortable level and which are usually 
associated with a quiescent type o f A.V.C. to  avoid an 
excessive background noise during the condition o f  
maximum receiver sensitivity.

5.10. Two-way Communication and Direction Finding
between Ground Stations and Aircraft on V.H.F.

The recent development o f aircraft communication 
and D /F operating on V.H.F. is o f very great value as 
it has provided a system which is almost entirely free 
from atmospheric disturbances, has a definite relation
ship between altitude and range, enabling common 
channels to  be used and provides a large number of 
channels in a small band and which is particularly 
acceptable to  aircraft designers owing to  the simplicity 
and smallness o f the aerials necessary on the aircraft. 
By virtue o f the very short wavelength it also simplifies 
the installation o f the complementary ground equip
ment, both for transmission and for D /F. Economic
ally the use o f V.H.F. is advantageous as the waves 
travel through space rather than over the ground and 
their attenuation with distance is not large, thus enabling 
small orders o f power to  be used both in the aircraft 
and ground transmitters.

The main application to  which V .H .F. has been put 
for aircraft use is for radio telephony, and it was used 
universally by the R.A.F. during the war for the control 
o f fighter aircraft.

It would seem that its application to  civilian airways 
must be for all telephonic communication in parts of 
the world where atmospheric interference prevents 
H /F and M /F from being consistently used.

5.11. Aircraft Aerials at V.H.F.
Unlike the aerials o f aircraft on H /F  and M /F those 

used on V.H.F. can be made to  be o f high efficiency 
over the whole band. They can be fitted without 
causing serious interference to  the airflow, it being 
possible to instal a full quarter wave aerial for 100 Mc/s 
which has a length o f about 2 ft. only. There are, 
however, certain phenomena encountered in the instal
lation of aerials for these frequencies in aircraft which 
do not occur in any other circumstances, the most 
marked one being the effect o f the propellers upon 
signals received and transmitted. The effect is for signals 
being received from a direction which passes through 
the arc o f a revolving propeller to  be modulated at a 
frequency which is the product o f the number o f blades 
and the number o f revolutions o f the propeller. 
Similarly, at certain distances from an aircraft, its
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transmissions will be found to have this modulation 
superimposed upon them. The effect o f this propeller 
modulation is particularly bad when an oscillating 
circuit is connected directly to the aerial, and precludes 
the use o f self-driven transmitters for aircraft com
munications.

This fundamental difficulty can best be overcome by 
placing the aerial as far from the propellers as condi
tions permit, but this may be at the expense of a symme
trical polar diagram and is not acceptable in all circum
stances. In many instances the effect can be almost 
entirely eliminated by placing the aerials at a position 
which is an odd number o f quarter wavelengths from 
the propellers.

On most aircraft it is difficult to site an aerial to  give 
freedom from the propeller modulation and at the same 
time to  obtain an omnidirectional polar diagram, the 
latter difficulty being due to the presence o f the metallic 
reflecting surfaces such as the wings, fuselage and tail 
units. On most aircraft the best all-round position seems 
to  be when the aerial is mounted on top o f the fuselage 
and usually at a short distance behind the trailing edge 
o f the main plane. Aerials mounted on the bottom of 
the fuselage appear to be extensively screened by the 
engine nacelles and are found to give non-symmetrical 
polar diagrams. It is not known whether the scale model 
technique has been applied to V.H.F., but there would 
seem to be no difficulty in its application. A great many 
experiments have been carried out in an endeavour to 
improve the symmetry o f the polar diagrams o f V.H.F. 
aerials on aircraft and in some cases several aerials have 
been installed in various parts o f the fuselage and con
nected to a common receiver in an attempt to overcome 
screening effects. Owing to the relatively small size of 
the average aircraft with relation to  wavelengths o f the 
V.H.F. band, these experiments have not produced 
good results owing to  phase differences between the 
aerials and the resulting overall polar diagrams are 
poor.

The major part of V.H.F. technique has been devel
oped round the use of waves in the vertical plan of pola
risation, the reason being that the installation of aerials 
o f vertical type is simpler on aircraft, also from con
siderations o f the polar diagrams which would result 
from practical installations o f horizontally polarised 
aerials.

5.12. The Range o f  V.H.F. Communications between 
Air and Ground

Experience has shown that ranges of, at least, the 
optical path distance can be expected consistently on a 
frequency o f 100 Mc/s indicating that distances of the 
order o f several hundred miles can be obtained in 
communication with aircraft flying at substratospheric 
levels. The fact that the aircraft must fly at a specified 
height to be within the area at which reception o f a 
given transmitter is possible is o f very great importance 
for aeronautical use, permitting, as has already been 
stated, an economy o f channels and it becomes possible

by suitable positioning o f ground stations to use com
mon transmission channels without risk o f interference. 
The investigation of Kramar and Hahnemann21 has 
provided sufficient data upon the relationship between 
altitude and range for air maps of the future 
to be annotated with the altitude to be flown to com
municate with given ground stations on V.H.F., 
although more recent data yet to be published may 
provide more accurate information. The great value of 
the zonal effect due to  the range/altitude relationship 
has been recognised in the United States as a solution 
to  many o f the difficulties experienced with the H /F 
system used at present, and according to recently pub
lished information25 steps are being taken to change 
the whole telephony system from H /F to V.H.F.

5.13. Ignition Interference to Reception o f  V.H.F.
Signals

While the V.H.F. band is almost entirely free from 
interference due to  atmospheric disturbances, it is very 
susceptible to  ignition interference from poorly screened 
aero engines and from inefficient bonding of metal parts 
on an aircraft. In  some aircraft which are free from 
ignition interference at H /F, reception at V.H.F. is 
found to  be impossible as the ignition noise is o f such 
magnitude that it masks signals completely. Similarly, 
a poorly bonded or loose engine cowling has been found 
to  cause considerable interference to  reception on very 
short wavelengths. This factor may be found to impede 
the use o f V.H.F. on the smaller aircraft, which, due to 
considerations o f cost, are less efficiently screened and 
bonded.
5.14. Airborne V.H.F. Equipment

The airborne equipment used for V.H.F. communi
cation during the war was o f conventional design and 
used crystal control for the drive valves followed by 
harmonic generators and crystal control for local 
oscillators in receivers. The equipments were designed 
for about six predetermined frequencies and the 
harmonic generators and output circuits were tuned by 
motor-driven variable condensers. Frequency selection 
was by press-button control. Efficient volume control 
and limiter circuits were included which eliminated the 
necessity for manual volume controls. Practical results 
showed that a receiver sensitivity o f 10  microvolts for 
50 mw. output met all operational needs, while an 80 per 
cent modulated 5 watt signal gave adequate range from 
the aircraft. In order to allow for temperature varia
tions with changes o f altitude and climate which 
affected the fundamental frequency o f the crystals, a 
bandwidth per channel o f 180 kc/s was adopted as 
standard.

Although the efficiency and performance of these 
equipments is completely satisfactory it is evident that 
they cannot be constructed without intricate mechanical 
switching devices for frequency changing, which results 
in the equipment being heavy, and their total weight is 
about 60 lb. The latest technique is, therefore, to 
eliminate the adjustable tuning o f the harmonic ampli
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fiers and output circuits and to  utilise broadband 
amplifiers both in receivers and transmitters, per
mitting o f a change o f crystal only for frequency selec
tion.

5.15. V.H.F. Direction Finding Methods
The simplicity o f the aerial arrangements required to 

obtain a quite useful bearing from aircraft signals on 
V.H.F. is remarkable, it being possible to determine 
the direction o f the origin o f a signal with a simple Yagi 
aerial and an elementary type of receiver. By the appli
cation of Adcock technique, bearings o f a very high 
degree o f accuracy can be obtained which are, of 
course, free from ionosphere reflection errors. It is, 
however, o f importance to site V.H.F. D /F  stations in 
positions which are clear o f any obstructions which 
might cause reflections such as those from buildings, 
trees and wire fences, which are strong at V.H.F. and 
can cause errors of large magnitude.

5.16. Two-way Communication and Direction Finding 
Between Ground Stations and Aircraft on U.H.F.

U .H.F. communication between ground and air and 
position finding appears to  have been a somewhat 
neglected field of development, principally, it is assumed, 
on account o f the value o f this band of frequencies for 
Radar and for instrument landing devices.

The work which has been carried out rather indicates 
that U .H.F. equipment on aircraft involves great 
difficulties in the siting o f aerials having an omni
directional polar diagram. In addition, some o f the 
propeller modulation problems become exaggerated 
and difficult to control. There is also the problem of 
frequency stability in the aircraft transmitters and 
receivers which is not easy to obtain using conventional 
circuits ; if  crystal technique is used it becomes neces
sary to  multiply existing crystal frequencies by over 
forty times for use on U .H.F. which must increase the 
size o f the airborne equipment substantially. It is 
therefore thought that except for specialised require
ments o f a military nature, such as communication 
between aircraft in flight and for collision prevention 
devices in civilian aircraft, this band o f frequencies will 
not be pressed into service until ether congestion 
becomes so acute that communication is forced to  take 
place on wavelengths which will accommodate more 
channels.

6. Landing Aids
6.1. The Difficulties o f Landing Aircraft under Con

ditions o f  Reduced Visibility
If  air transport is to compete seriously with other 

forms o f conveyance o f goods and passengers it must 
be capable o f adhering to strict time tables. This means 
that flights and landings must be possible under all 
weather conditions.

Such a requirement cannot be met by the use o f 
flying instruments alone, although they are adequate

for navigation when used in conjunction with radio aid 
during the stages o f the flight in which the aircraft is 
operating at normal altitude and cruising speed. The 
reason for this is that the discrimination o f both the 
compass and the altimeter is not o f sufficient fineness 
to  provide the information to  the pilot which he 
requires during a landing. Under conditions o f normal 
visibility this does not present any difficulty to  a pilot 
o f an aircraft as he is able to  make visual observations 
o f the ground to enable him to guide the aircraft to the 
runway with accuracy, and relies upon his judgment 
gained from experience, for the determination o f his 
height during the final stages o f the landing. If, however, 
conditions o f low visibility or thick fog are encountered 
at the airport, the pilot, having no opportunity of 
taking ground observations, cannot rely on the aneroid 
type altimeter nor upon the compass to  steer the air
craft in to a safe landing, and may be obliged to fly 
to another airport many miles distant before visibility 
is good enough for a landing to  be made.

Owing to  the shortcomings o f flight instruments 
during landings in poor visibility, radio aids have been 
investigated since they can be o f such form  as to  pro
vide an accurate approach path with “ milestones ” 
along it which indicate the position where the landing 
should be commenced and can also provide a guiding 
track at an angle to  the surface o f the ground which 
can be o f the required inclination for safe descent.

6.2. The Lorenz Blind Approach System

The first apparatus made available commercially, 
that due to  the German Lorenz A.G., appeared in about 
1933, and by the use o f directional transmitting aerials 
radiating on a frequency o f 33 Mc/s, provided an equi- 
signal course for guidance to  the runway which was 
radiated in such a manner as to lie at a small angle to 
the surface of the ground, the intention being to  pro
vide, on a single frequency, both course guidance and a 
glide path. The “milestones” or markers were pro
vided by two transmitters operating on the 30 Mc/s 
band situated at the point at which the descent'should 
be commenced and at the boundary o f the aerodrome. 
In this system visual presentation o f all the information 
required by the pilot was given from a single instrument 
in which was placed an indicator for course guidance, 
an indicator for glide path guidance and two lights 
which were switched on from signals received from the 
markers. While no special techinque was needed in the 
course guidance or marker transmitters as they were 
modelled on radio range practice, the arrangement 
for obtaining glide path  guidance deserves mention. 
The method was, in this instance, to fly the aircraft 
into the equisignal track and to  maintain a predeter
mined altitude until the first m arker signal was 
received. The pilot was then required to  keep the air
craft in the equisignal zone and, at the same time, 
manoeuvre it until the glide path indicator gave a 
certain reading which had to be maintained throughout
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the descent, this reading corresponding to  the signal 
strength at the lower edge o f the inclined lobe radiated 
from the transmitter aerials. Although this operation 
may appear to  be rather hazardous it must be remem
bered that in addition to  the information provided by 
the indicators, the pilot also used his experience o f the 
aircraft’s landing characteristics and was aware o f its 
approximate descent rate with a given set of control 
adjustments and was therefore likely to  make a reason
ably good approach.

From  this brief description o f the principles involved 
in using the Lorenz system it might appear that it 
provides the pilot with all the additional aid which he 
requires during a landing operation under conditions of 
low visibility or even fog. There are, however, certain 
difficulties which prevent it from doing so, foremost 
among them being the discrimination of the glide 
path indicator which could not, in its practical form, 
be o f such accuracy or fineness as to  indicate very 
small signal strength changes which during the final 
stages o f the descent are convertible into changes in 
terrain clearance. It was therefore possible, if attempt
ing a truly blind landing, for the pilot to interpret the 
glide path indication as meaning that the aircraft was 
within only a few feet of the ground when, in fact, it
was still sufficiently high for a stall to cause an accident. 
Similarly the pilot could also be led to  believe from the 
glide path indicator that the aircraft was still above 
ground and touch down at too steep an angle, or even 
before the runway had been reached.

Associated with this defect was also the effect of 
4 alteration of the glide path angle of inclination which

was found to occur when the surface o f the ground over 
iii which the transmitted wave passed in its early stages
p was covered with rain or snow, alterations o f as much
n as 3 deg. not being uncommon.

In some cases the siting of the transmitter presented 
difficulties due to the reflections from local obstacles 
causing interfering lobes, the practical effect of which 
was to  split the guidance beams and to  give false 
courses. Kramar and Hahnemann describe the diffi
culties experienced in the siting o f the Lorenz aerials 
at the airports o f Paris and Munich, due to multiple 
courses caused by the presence of gasometers and 
hangars near to  the airfields.26

In  spite of the defects o f the Lorenz landing aid it 
should be mentioned that at the outbreak o f the war 
forty installations were in operation at airports in 
Europe and that some were used in England. It should 
be noted, however, that there is evidence that British 
airlines did not base their time-tables upon the cer
tainty o f being able to land at a given airport under 
any conditions of visibility, although most o f their 
aircraft carried suitable receiving equipment.

0
jif*

6.3. Recent Landing Aid Developments.
,t i The improvements which have been made to landing
mill aids since the introduction o f the Lorenz system have

been effected in order to render the approach courses 
more stable and to provide a more satisfactory glide 
path.

The advances in V.H.F. technique have made it 
possible to fulfil the requirements of approach courses 
without difficulty, but the method o f obtaining glide 
path guidance from constant signal strength indica
tions has been discarded in favour o f an equisignal 
path in the vertical plane. This has the advantage of 
being stable and also o f laying a path which permits 
of a linear rate o f descent. The latter is a requirement 
of modern aircraft which must be flown under power 
until the wheels touch the ground ; with the Lorenz 
system it will be realised that the glide path is o f para
bolic shape and does not permit this form of landing.

The improved landing aid system requires a total 
o f four transmitters, consisting o f two markers 
radiating on 75 Mc/s, a course guidance or approach 
transmitter operating on the 100 Mc/s band and a glide 
path transmitter consisting of an R /F  source, operating 
at 330 Mc/s, which is fed to  the aerials producing the 
equisignal path. The separate glide path transmitter 
makes it possible to site the aerials to the side of the 
commencement o f the landing runway and to guide the 
aircraft to a touch down point which gives it the full 
length of the runway in which to come to  a standstill. 
The method o f producing the overlapping signals is 
to place the two radiating systems above each other, 
but as this requires a mast which can cause an obstruc
tion to an aircraft which is slightly off the approach 
course, experiments are being carried out with glide 
path transmitters operating on 700 Mc/s, with which 
small parabolic reflectors can be used for the produc
tion o f the equisignal track .27 (See 10—References.)

The required accuracy o f guidance of landing aids 
is for the approach course to be laid out to  within an 
accuracy of i  deg. relative to the far end o f the runway 
and for the glide path to  be within \  deg. o f a pre
determined angle, the inclination o f which should be 
between 2£ deg. and 3 deg. to the horizontal. This angle 
permits of a rate o f descent o f 460 ft. per minute at 
120 m.p.h .28 (See 10—References.)

6.4. Equipment and Installation Requirements o f  Landing 
Aids

The design o f airborne equipment for the reception 
of signals from landing aid transmitters does not have 
as a requirement a need for high sensitivity as the 
ranges of operation are not great. An exceptionally 
high degree of stability and reliability is, however, 
essential because a failure o f a unit or abnormal 
operation might not become apparent in time to avoid 
the disastrous results of false guidance indications 
while attempting a landing in conditions o f reduced 
visibility.

The installation of aerials on an aircraft for the 
reception o f landing aid signals is not difficult to 
accomplish satisfactorily, because an omnidirectional
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polar diagram is not needed, it being sufficient to  provide 
an unobstructed signal path in the direction o f flight of 
the aircraft. F o r this reason it is general practice to 
instal them in the forward part o f the aircraft. The 
marker aerials, only being needed to  receive from 
beneath the aircraft, are installed on the bottom  o f the 
fuselage and consist o f dipoles, stood off from the 
metal fuselage by small insulators, and no attempt 
is made to  obtain a high performance from them.

6.5. Future Development o f  Landing A id Devices
While it would seem that the V.H.F. landing aid 

system must have considerable merit by virtue of its 
widespread use, it must be realised that what is required 
by pilots is a device which enables them to have dis
played before them in the cockpit o f the aircraft a 
picture o f what lies in the path o f the descent to  a 
sufficient distance ahead for them to  manoeuvre to  a 
safe landing. This does not present insuperable diffi
culties if radar technique is used, and it is logical to 
suppose that it is in this direction that future develop
ment will be concentrated. f
7. Flight Aids
7.1. The Shortcomings o f  Flight Instruments

The normal means o f indicating the altitude of an 
aircraft is to  show the height above sea level through the 
medium of a simple aneroid type instrument. Atten
tion has already been drawn to the shortcomings o f this 
type of indicator when wishing to  read small changes in 
altitude, it being dependent upon atmospheric pressure 
for its operation. It should also be pointed out that 
it is affected to  an extent by temperature variations. 
With the requirements o f modern flying these defects 
cause it to  be inadequate for the many different 
manoeuvres which a pilot is called upon to  perform. 
The most simple example o f this inadequacy may be 
taken as in the circumstances when a pilot wishes to 
descend through cloud which is obscuring the ground, 
and does not know his exact whereabouts. In  this case 
the cloud may be very near the ground and unless 
provided with an indicator of terrain clearance or 
absolute altitude, the pilot may, in the process of 
attempting to break cloud fly the aircraft into the 
ground.

7.2. Radio Terrain Clearance Indicators
The shortcomings of the aneroid instrument have 

therefore made it necessary to  provide terrain clearance 
indicating devices which can only be realised through 
the medium of radio.

To achieve a practical design, use has been made of 
the reflecting properties o f very short waves, these being 
transmitted from the aircraft and reflected back from 
the ground immediately below the aircraft. Although 
a very simple arrangement can be made to operate by 
the use of pulses and cathode ray presentation, there 
are practical difficulties which prevent the installation 
of even a small tube on the pilot’s instrument panel,

and a system which enables the indicator to  be of 
standard flying instrument size has, therefore, been 
developed. In  the best known o f these devices, the 
basic principle which seems first to  have been proved 
and made known by M atsuo-9, the apparatus consists 
o f an U .H.F. transm itter and aerial on the aircraft 
which is frequency modulated. Associated with this 
is a receiver, the aerial o f which is placed in such a 
position that it permits direct reception of the radia
tion from the transm itter and also of reception o f waves 
which have been reflected from the ground and returned 
to  the aircraft. Since the transm itter is frequency 
modulated there will always be a frequency difference 
between the wave which is received directly from the 
transmitter and the wave which is received after 
reflection from  the ground immediately below the 
aircraft, this frequency difference being directly pro
portional to the height o f the aircraft above the ground. 
Thus, the altitude indicator must take the form o f a 
frequency indicator in order to provide the necessary 
information. In the early models o f terrain clearance 
indicator a moving iron voltmeter was used for this 
purpose in which the discrimination was of a high 
order at small ground clearance, and o f a low order 
when the clearance was of a safe value, by virtue o f the 
frequency discrimination o f this type o f instrument. 
This was later replaced by a more accurate indicating 
instrument in which an electronic frequency counter 
circuit was employed, such an arrangement forming the 
basis o f apparatus now used. This improvement is, 
however, not obtained without an increase in compli
cation in the equipment, as it entails the use o f a 
stabilised voltage supply and additional valves asso
ciated with the counter circuit. The all-up weight of 
such a device is about 30 lb., but as the accuracy is of 
the order of 10  per cent, at all heights, the additional 
weight is well justified. In  the instrument, which is 
almost universally used for indication, the scale covers 
270 deg. in order to  obtain the maximum discrimi
nation. To increase further the accuracy o f the instru
ment, the circuit includes a range switch which enables 
the full scale reading to  be divided or multiplied as 
required.

It will be appreciated that the need fo r a terrain 
clearance indicator is only great when at comparatively 
low heights above the ground, such as the condition 
already described, or when making an approach to 
land. A lesser known type of indicator which does not 
indicate very great ground clearances should, therefore, 
also be mentioned, the capacity type. In  this device 
the height above the ground is measured by determi
nation of the very small capacity which exists between 
an aircraft and the ground below. In  its practical form 
the apparatus comprises two plates mounted on 
insulators below the aircraft which have a small capa
city between them and the fuselage, and also between 
the two plates remote from the fuselage. There also 
exists a capacity between each plate and the ground 
which can be considered as a variable quantity with 
changes o f height and which can be considered as a
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capacity in parallel with the fixed capacity between the 
two plates below the aircraft. While this capacity is 
of small magnitude, and must also vary by an infini
tesimal amount with height changes, it has nevertheless 
been found possible to measure it with accuracy, and 
without apparatus which is too delicate for inclusion 
in an aircraft, practical instruments having' been 
produced and used with success.

Another use for the terrain clearance indicator which 
has been suggested is to  employ it as a rough position 
indicator when flying along a radio range. In this 
application it is used in conjunction with the aneroid 
altimeter, and by flying at a constant height shown on 
the aneroid instrument, the undulations o f the ground 
below can be followed with reference to  contour maps, 
thereby indicating the position along the range.

7.3. Radio Collision Warning Devices
Although not at present available in commercially 

made form, a requirement o f aviation is a simple 
device for the prevention of collision with other aircraft. 
TJiis is a constant danger when flying along radio 
ranges, under which conditions many aircraft are con
centrated within narrow limits o f space in the sky. 
In the United States the procedure adopted to  avoid 
this is for aircraft flying on ranges in different directions 
to operate at different altitudes ; owing to  the condi
tions o f weather and ice formation levels, this is 
obviously not an infallible procedure. There is also the 
additional danger o f a faster aircraft overtaking and 
colliding with slower aircraft travelling in the same 
direction.

The best method o f providing anti-collision warning 
is still undecided. If the convention is adopted that the 
smaller types of aircraft must give way to the larger 
types by virtue of their more rapid manoeuvrability, 
it means that small apparatus must be devised ; owing 
to  the payload o f the smaller aircraft being restricted 
it is not possible to carry heavy apparatus; While the 
obvious solution to  the problem seems to  lie in radar, 
it must be borne in mind that cathode ray presentation 
will be involved, and that the associated apparatus is 
of appreciable weight ; in its present state of develop
ment this seems to preclude the use of radar, although 
it will, without doubt, be used ultimately.

A solution to  the problem might be to adopt the 
principles described in an American patent in which 
aircraft are equipped with transmitters o f which the 
frequency is determined by the altitude o f the aircraft 
through a mechanical control of tuned circuits by suit
able gearing to the altimeter. This device also arranges 
for the receiver tuning to vary with altitude, and there
fore any aircraft travelling between certain limits of 
height will transmit warnings and will be capable of 
receiving them. While this would in all probability 
give a degree o f collision warning while flying radio 
ranges, it would not be capable o f giving sufficient 
warning when off range courses. The inventor has

therefore included a further facility o f indicating the 
direction in azimuth of the transmitting aircraft which 
emits a distinctive modulation for each course by an 
arrangement o f a circuit associated with the compass.30

How far progress has been made in the development 
o f a practical collision warning device is not known, 
but it should be stated that in the author’s opinion 
such apparatus is one o f the most urgent needs of 
aviation, and must become eventually a standard item 
o f safety equipment in all aircraft.

8. General Problems of Aeronautical Radio Engineering
8.1. The Noise Level in Aircraft

As would be expected, a very high noise level 
prevails within the fuselage o f an aircraft, this being 
caused by the revolving propellers, the rotation of the 
engines, the exhausts and the effects of the slipstream on 
the thin walls of the aeroplane. Owing to the different 
nature o f the sources of the noise it covers the whole 
audible frequency spectrum. It is therefore difficult 
to exclude from the ears o f the users o f the radio 
equipment and from microphones used for telephony 
transmission, necessitating special design of equipment 
to render both received and transmitted signals 
intelligible.

To understand the basic problem, the behaviour o f 
the ear under various conditions o f sound level and 
external noise interference should be considered. 
Primarily the effect known as “masking” takes place, 
which is that if a low frequency sound of large volume 
is impressed upon the ear it renders it less sensitive 
to sounds of higher frequencies. In  the practical case o f 
an aircraft this may be interpreted as meaning that the 
ear is de-sensiiised to speech frequencies to some extent, 
by masking due to the large volume of sound from the 
exhaust, which is o f a low frequency lying between 
50 and 250 c.p.s. I t therefore becomes necessary to 
augment the volume o f sound in the telephones to a 
higher level than normal at speech frequencies, in order 
to overcome the masking and to  make the speech o f 
sufficient volume to be understood.

The exhaust is, however, not the only sound o f large 
amplitude which causes masking in an aircraft. The 
higher frequency sounds from the propeller tips and 
blades also have to  be considered, with their attendant 
masking effects and the necessity for a further increase 
in the volume o f the wanted sound in the telephones 
for it to be understood. This brings the point of opera
tion o f the ear near to the condition known as the 
“ threshold o f feeling” which, if  reached, can cause 
some pain to the listener and considerable fatigue after 
a short period of listening. When the “ threshold of 
feeling” condition is being approached the character
istic of the ear undergoes a change, and it responds 
more readily to  the lower and higher frequencies o f the 
audible spectrum than to  the middle frequencies, giving 
rise to an overload condition at a lower level for the 
higher and lower frequencies, while being capable o f
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standing its maximum volume o f sound at the middle 
frequencies. This makes it necessary to  design the 
“ listening” equipment comprising A /F circuits and 
telephones to eliminate the higher and lower frequencies 
o f the signals received so as to  avoid masking from 
them when applied to  the ear from the telephones at 
the large volume necessary. In  addition, efforts must 
be made to eliminate so far as is possible the externally 
generated sounds, but as the mean volume o f these is 
sometimes o f the order o f 120  phons it is difficult to 
accomplish with an ear pad or helmet o f a size which is 
comfortable to  the wearer.

The characteristic o f frequency response o f the 
telephone output may at first sight appear to be poor 
if  the method described is followed, but the human 
ear is found by test to be accommodating, and it has 
been noted that complete elimination of all frequencies 
below 700 c.p.s. and above 2,500 c.p.s. only decreases 
speech intelligibility by about 15 per cent., and the 
method o f restricted response is generally adopted for 
aircraft work. Under the conditions o f flight with the 
highest possible external noise, the quality and intel
ligibility o f speech from audio frequency amplifiers and 
telephones of these characteristics is remarkably good. 
The actual power applied to the telephones for intel
ligible listening appears to  be a question which has never 
been agreed upon, and it is noteworthy that in the 
specifications o f a number o f receivers for airborne 
use described by M organ31 the maximum A /F output 
is found to  vary between 10 and 700 milliwatts. 
Although in many cases the low value of output may 
be found to  be adequate, it is the author’s opinion that, 
at least, 100 milliwatts should be available, owing to the 
progressive de-sensitising o f the ear which o.curs in 
flight due to the continual high level o f noise applied 
to  it. The maximum degree of de-sensitising seems to 
be about 35 per cent, to 40 per cent, according to 
C. B. M irick32 who made a series o f measurements on 
a number o f aviators. Mirick’s paper gives an inter
esting example o f the danger o f providing inadequate 
output to  the telephones of an aircraft receiver and 
states that it is generally considered that it was this 
which caused an early Atlantic flight to  fail, the operator 
being unable to hear any signals after many hours of 
flying and therefore being unable to  provide naviga
tional assistance to  the pilot.

As the telephones need only respond to a restricted 
frequency range, no difficulty is found in adapting 
simple types o f earpiece for airborne use, and most 
types will be found to peak at about 1,000 c.p.s.

Microphones o f the carbon type are considered by 
the Air Ministry to  be unsuitable for airborne work, 
being subject to  vibration, but they are still used in the 
United States. An electromagnetic type is used 
throughout the R.A.F. While this microphone is less 
sensitive than the carbon type, and requires more 
amplification to develop a useful voltage for modula
tion purposes, it has an inherent lack o f response to

the lower frequencies, and simplifies the problems o f 
eliminating external noise from speech transmission 
from aircraft.

The throat microphone or laryngaphone was at 
one time thought to  be a suitable solution to  the 
problem o f the finding o f a satisfactory speech trans
mitter for airborne use, but according to  H echt33 is 
considered by the Air Ministry to  constitute a danger 
to  the wearer when flying under conditions o f reduced 
pressure, such as would be met at high altitudes, and 
has, therefore, been discarded.

8.2. Static Electricity Interference to Radio Reception
Although reception o f radio signals in aircraft is 

subject to  interference from static electricity disturb
ances and “ man-made” static, the most serious inter
ruption is caused by an effect amost exclusive to  flying 
which was formerly known as rain static, but is now 
known as precipitation static on account o f the condi
tions under which it is met in practice.

Interference originating from this source does not 
cause the crackling sounds usually associated with 
static disturbances, but takes the form  o f an uninter
rupted tone, the mean frequency and amplitude of 
which vary while the conditions last, and it can be 
likened to the sound of M.C.W.

The cause o f this kind o f interference was uncertain 
for some years, and was thought to  be due to  charged 
drops o f rain or snow striking the aerial o f the aircraft 
and discharging to  the airframe through the receiver 
input circuits. This theory was substantiated by its 
being noted that the sounds were only heard when the 
aircraft was flying in cloud, that reception was always 
better when the loop aerial was used, and that the 
amplitude o f the interference could be reduced by 
flying at a slower speed. These methods o f reducing inter
ference were, however, not always successful, and 
led to  an investigation being made in order to  ascertain 
its real cause, and to  find a more effective method of 
reducing it.

This investigation showed that an aircraft assumed 
a charge equal to  the potential o f the area through 
which it was flying, no interference being audible during 
the process o f charging, as the voltage gradient o f the 
air is gradual under normal conditions. If, however, 
the aircraft, having assumed the normal potential of 
the air at the height at which it was flying, flies into a 
raincloud o f which the potential is different, such as 
occurs under the meteorological condition before a 
thunderstorm, its normal charge will be unequal to 
that o f the cloud and it will adjust itself to  the new 
conditions ; as there may be a very large difference in 
potential, the charging or discharging o f the aircraft 
will be accompanied by corona, in itself the chief cause 
o f the interference to  radio reception .34

In order to reduce the effects o f corona it is usual 
to  fit devices to the wing tips and tail units o f aircraft, 
which are designed to  dissipate the discharges and
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reduce their effects. These devices consist o f a resistance 
fitted to  the structure of the aircraft to  the end of 
which is connected a number o f fine discharging wires. 
The theory of operation o f this discharger is to  reduce 
corona by slowly dissipating the charge o f the aircraft 
fuselage through the resistance, also to localise the 
discharge at parts o f the aircraft remote from the 
aerials.

Due to  the varying potential o f some clouds met in 
flight it has been found possible for one part o f an 
aircraft to  be in a positively charged part o f it and 
another in a negatively charged part, causing large 
currents to flow through the airframe and making it 
o f importance to  ensure that the electrical bonding of 
all metal parts is capable o f meeting these abnormal 
conditions.

8.3. Vibration
As a result o f installing engines o f great power on 

the comparatively small structure o f aircraft, con
siderable vibration is set up throughout the airframe ; 
this may be in the latitudinal, longitudinal and vertical 
modes, and o f varying amplitudes in different parts of 
the fuselage. Sound waves o f great strength are also 
generated by the engines which can cause sympathetic 
vibration in various parts o f the aircraft, and in such 
items as the components o f radio equipment. It is 
therefore necessary to instal all radio equipment for 
airborne use on mountings which can absorb the 
vibrations and to  construct certain components to be 
unaffected by vibration from either mechanical or 
acoustical sources.

Closely allied to vibration problems are those 
relating to  the severe stresses which anti-vibration 
proof mountings must be capable of withstanding 
during the landing, take-off and taxi-ing of an aircraft, 
a requirement which make it necessary in practice to 
effect a compromise between strength and efficient 
vibration absorption.

For many years all airborne radio equipment was 
suspended by elastic cords which were attached to the 
airframe, and which allowed the instrument cases to 
float with large clearances between them and adjacent 
parts of the aircraft. This method, although giving satis
factory freedom from vibration transmitted directly 
through the aircraft, takes up excessive space, and has 
now been superseded by mountings which are designed 
to absorb vibrations in specially processed fixings in 
which rubber of the correct cross section is attached 
to metal, which is capable of withstanding the severest 
shocks o f landing and take-off. The positioning of the 
attachments is arranged to effect some cancellation of 
vibrations, and the effective absorption is based upon 
this correctness o f positioning. The combined absorb
ing effect o f the rubber isolating feet and positioning 
can be made sufficiently effective for it to be possible 
to mount most components directly to a chassis sus
pended in this manner with the exception o f variable

condensers on H /F equipment. The design o f cases 
for radio equipment for use in aircraft must allow for 
them to be substantially unaffected by sound waves 
striking them if undesirable microphony is to be 
avoided. Basically, this necessitates their being con
structed of heavy gauge material, but owing to weight 
considerations this cannot usually be fulfilled. The 
technique is, therefore, to strengthen them by using 
“ aircraft” methods o f strengthening sides and panels 
by ribbing them or to place vibration absorbing cork 
mats inside them.

Consideration of vibration problems may in some 
cases restrict the efficie'ncy of design of certain compo
nents such as inductances, it being necessary to support 
the windings, which tends to increase dielectric losses. 
I t  is also necessary to secure the winding to the supports 
very firmly as any looseness of turns may give rise to 
undesirable modulation effects from vibration sources. 
Similarly variable condensers and fixed condensers o f 
the air dielectric type must in many cases be constructed 
with abnormally wide plate spacing, and of rather more 
robust design than is met in other types of radio 
apparatus.

The restrictions imposed upon components o f these 
types by vibration have tended to cause designers in 
many cases to  use crystal control for local oscillators in 
receivers, and for master oscillators in transmitters, 
and where possible to use iron dust cored inductances.

8.4. Aircraft Electrical Power Supplies
The nature and size of electrical power systems in 

aircraft must always be closely linked with the instal-: 
lation of radio equipment, and in many instances this 
is the factor which limits the basic design o f trans
mitters.

During the early era of civil aviation the electrical 
supply of an aircraft o f a constant speed windmill- 
driven generator mounted on the wing which provided, 
while in flight, a low voltage output for charging an 
accumulator and also supplied high tension for the 
radio transmitter and receiver. In the interests o f aero
dynamic efficiency this was abandoned when faster 
types o f aircraft were introduced and was replaced by 
low voltage direct current generators which were 
driven from the engines and provided for loads o f the 
order o f 500 watts.

Owing to the wide variations of engine speed met in 
practice, constant voltage generators have come into 
general use which enable several generators to be con
nected in parallel as would be required on multi
engined aircraft. The method o f obtaining the constant 
voltage is almost universally to  use the well-known 
carbon pile regulator. The D.C. voltage is standardised 
at a nominal value o f 24 volts, but apparatus is nowa
days designed to operate at maximum efficiency at a 
voltage o f 29, this being the usual value across the 
accumulator terminals under conditions of charge 
when airborne.
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The weights o f the engine-driven generators are 
remarkably low, a typical 3-kW. generator having a 
weight o f 32 lb. only. The weight o f the aircraft 
accumulators is high, however, the standard 24-volt 
aircraft type weighing about 100 lb. ; this is due to 
the requirements o f airworthiness which necessitates 
their being unspillable, and therefore rather bulky.

The H.T. supply for transmitters is obtained from 
rotary converters driven from the low voltage aircraft 
system. These types o f power supply are also used for
H.T. for most types o f receiving equipment, although 
vibrators are sometimes used. The efficiency o f both 
the rotary converters and the vibrators seldom exceeds 
50 per cent., and if the weight o f the average smoothing 
components is included, the total weight o f the power 
supply apparatus for airborne radio transm itters and 
receivers will be found in most cases to be high.

The variation in supply voltage between the condition 
met in flight when the accumulator is being charged 
and the condition on the ground, when the engines are 
stopped, presents a difficult problem to designers o f 
radio apparatus for aeroplanes ; this is o f the order of 
a 15 per cent, to 16 per cent, change, which occurs 
directly to  the valve heaters and indirectly to the high 
tension circuits. Since a number o f items of the air
borne apparatus are remotely controlled and must be 
set up on the ground, it will be appreciated that pre
cautions have to  be taken to ensure that the setting 
up is carried out under the conditions o f input voltage 
which are met in flight.

The immediate solution o f this problem is to  provide 
means for external connection o f accumulators which 
have an output voltage equal to that obtained from the 
power supply when airborne. This solution is only 
partial, however, as occasions can arise when the power 
supply voltage is too low and cannot be increased, such 
as would occur when a flying boat is forced to alight 
upon the water, in which circumstances the pre-set 
adjustments would probably be found to be incorrect 
for efficient operation o f the equipment.

In  order to  solve this problem in a more satisfactory 
manner attention has of recent years been turned to the 
provision o f a small generating plant with its own petrol 
engine housed within the aircraft fuselage, and a 28-volt 
generator o f 5 kW capacity has been made available 
with a weight o f 140 lb. This represents a substantial 
loss in payload when compared to the generator driven 
by one of the aircraft engines, and would not appear 
to  be an economical project except in the largest types 
o f aircraft. In addition, it must be realised that an 
independently driven generator does not give a constant 
power output at all altitudes unless it includes a super
charger which, o f course, involves additional weight. 
When comparing the respective merits o f the two types 
o f primary power supply it must be appreciated that in 
the event of failure o f the generating plant the whole 
electrical system fails, while with the engine-driven 
generators the load can, in the event o f stoppage o f an

engine, be distributed among the generators driven by 
the remaining engines.

The ultimate solution to  the problems o f aircraft 
electrical supplies may be to  use alternating current 
in place o f D.C., but before it can entirely supplant the 
older method many difficulties will have to  be over
come, involving not only radio apparatus but also 
flying instruments and the various services in which 
direct current motors are used.

The main advantages o f alternating current supplies 
in aircraft are that they will enable the accumulator 
to  be dispensed with, and that by transformation, 
voltages over wide ranges will be available at any part 
o f the aircraft. I f  high periodicities are employed the 
necessary transformers can be o f light weight, this also 
applying to  such smoothing equipment as may be 
needed. A real, though not readily apparent, advantage 
o f alternating current lies in the simplification of 
maintenance o f electric motors working from this type 
o f supply when compared to  D.C., and the fact that 
the power supply apparatus for the radio equipment 
will not require so much attention.

In applying alternating current to  aircraft a difficulty 
is at once met when considering the method o f pro
viding the primary power to  the generators. I f  they are 
to  be driven from the aircraft engines a speed variation 
ratio o f about two to one will have to  be allowed for 
in order to meet the engine revolution conditions 
between take off and cruising ; such differences in the 
speed of the generators will result in wide variations 
in the periodicity o f supply, all o f which will have to be 
allowed for in the design o f associated apparatus. If  
this condition is met in a satisfactory manner there will 
be the further problem of operating several generators 
in parallel from the different engines and the diffi
culties o f synchronisation o f their frequencies.

It would therefore appear that if alternating current 
is to be used it will entail the use o f a separate engine 
within the aircraft fuselage as a prime mover, and 
that this will have to be duplicated to allow for con
tinuation o f electrical supply if  the one generating 
plant fails.

At the present stage o f development o f aircraft it is 
not possible to dispense entirely with D.C., as this is 
required for various instruments connected with flight 
and engine performance indication. In order to satisfy 
the requirements for both types o f supply, an installa
tion which is o f interest has been made in the Short 
Shetland type flying boat, comprising duplicated 60 h.p. 
generating plants, each delivering three-phase alter
nating current at 110 volts, 250 c.p.s., and each with 
total output of 20 kW, also D .C. at 29 volts, with 
a total output o f 3 kW. In this installation it is 
not intended to run both generators with their 
outputs in parallel, the duplication being primarily to 
provide for the event o f breakdown, although it is 
stated in a published description35 that under operating 
conditions the plant not under load is arranged to  idle
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and can be switched into circuit immediately it is 
needed. The total weight o f the electrical power plant 
on this aircraft must be o f the order o f 1,000 lb., 
including the accumulators, and amounts to between 
1 and 2 per cent, o f the total weight o f the aircraft. 
While this weight may appear to  be large, it is not 
possible to  assess the economics o f the electrical system 
as a whole without a complete specification o f the 
aircraft, as much may be saved not only in the elec
trically operated services but by the replacement o f some 
hydraulically operated services by small electrical 
motors, fed by very small conductors in place o f the 
heavier hydraulic pipelines, all o f which may result in a 
considerable overall saving in weight.

9. Conclusion
The paper has endeavoured to provide an introduc* 

tion to the applications o f the radio art to  aeronautics, 
and to  describe some o f the technical and practical 
problems which have to  be considered by those respon
sible for this im portant work.

Stress has been laid throughout upon the imper
fections o f aeronautical radio equipment and installa- 

t tions and upon the unsoundness o f some o f the
systems used. It will, therefore, be clear that there is a 
necessity for development in the future for the improve
ment of equipment, and that there is a need for a more 

B scientific approach to  some o f the problems encoun
tered, not only in the design o f apparatus, but also in 
the planning of systems for radio aid to  aircraft.

In formulating an opinion o f the future trends of 
development o f aeronautical radio, the primary con
sideration should be the forms which air transport will 
take, the nature o f the regular flights which will be 
made, the trends of future aircraft design, and the 
requirements of airline operators, particularly from the 
economic viewpoint. The basis upon which air trans
port will operate appears to  be that there will be a large
volume o f traffic between the main towns in most 
countries and that there will be a less dense volume o f 
traffic between continents, involving flight over oceans 
and over long distances.

Owing to  the likely introduction o f gas turbine 
engines in the near future, higher speeds can be expected 
on all types of aircraft, and in consequence the require
ments o f streamlining will be more exacting, entailing 
a reduction o f aircraft aerial sizes to  the minimum 
dimensions possible.

The ideal o f the airline operators will doubtless be 
to operate aircraft to time-tables in all possible weather 
conditions and with the maximum safety, necessitating 
the use o f all types o f radio aid. In spite of this require
ment the weight o f radio apparatus will be under close 
scrutiny, as it will represent to the owners o f the aircraft 
a reduction in payload, and the demand for lighter 
apparatus will continually be made.

In order to  meet the needs o f the airline operators it 
would seem desirable to consider designs which would

save weight by combining the four distinct services 
which radio can provide in equipments in which com
mon power supplies, audio frequency amplifiers, and 
in some cases intermediate frequency amplifiers are 
included, instead o f having separate self-contained 
equipments such as are included in present-day designs 
o f airborne apparatus. The objection sometimes raised 
to  this scheme is that it reduces the safety factor o f the 
installation, for if a component fails the whole o f the 
radio service ceases to  function. If  this objection is 
accepted it shows a weakness in radio technical know
ledge as a whole, admitting a lack of understanding of 
the causes o f failures and their prevention. In this 
field it is considered that knowledge is lacking, and 
that it is a phase o f radio engineering that has an 
important bearing on the future design o f airborne 
apparatus. At the present moment a universal radio 
guidance system does not exist which will enable the 
pilot o f an aircraft to  fly to  any destination knowing 
that the radio facilities at the point of departure are 
o f the same type as those at the destination. An 
example may be taken from the case o f an aircraft 
flying from Europe to the United States o f America.

In this instance M /F two-way communication and 
D /F  are used while in the area o f European control, 
H /F is used whilst over the Atlantic, and upon approach
ing and flying over the American continent radio 
ranges and H /F  telephony are used.

In addition, the landing aids used in Europe differ in 
principle and frequency to those used in the U.S.A.

In view o f the amount o f radio apparatus which is 
needed to  utilise the facilities at different stages o f a 
flight a standardisation o f systems is clearly necessary, 
present conditions calling for unduly complicated 
installations and being very uneconomical. This unsatis
factory state is now recognised officially, and is among 
the reasons for the various international conferences 
which have recently taken place. The task before these 
conferences is immense. Ground organisations for 
aeronautical use already exist in most civilised coun
tries which must be modified or dismantled before a 
unification of systems can be achieved. It is therefore 
difficult to  forecast whether the ideal will ever be 
achieved, or how much time must pass before its 
realisation.

Among the essential changes which must take place 
it would appear that V.H.F. communication must 
supersede all other methods o f local control owing to 
its many advantages. Similarly, hyperbolic navigation 
is essential to  modern flying when time-tables must be 
adhered to and large volumes o f traffic are concen
trated in small areas.

In  the field o f technical development radio engineers 
have yet to  produce a landing aid which can be installed 
in all types of aircraft, and which will permit o f landing 
under all conditions o f poor visibility. When this is 
accomplished air travel will doubtless supplant all
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other means o f travel over distances in excess o f two to 
three hundred miles.

The aeronautical industry and air lines will also 
await a collision warning device which is suitable for 
installation in all types o f aircraft, and which will give 
useful and timely warning o f obstructions in the path 
o f flight.

Finally, a new application for electronics in aviation 
is foreseen when aircraft are developed to  fly at super
sonic speeds as under these conditions certain vital 
flying instruments o f the type at present used do not 
work satisfactorily. The time may come, therefore, 
when radar and radio will not only indicate where an 
aircraft is flying, but will also indicate the manner in 
which it is flying.
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Automatic radio compass presentation and 
remote control unit. (Sperry gyroscope photograph.) A section o f  a Decca hyperbolic map.


